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INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture has been identified as the largest contributor of nonpoint source 
pollution of surface and ground water systems in the United States. In a 1986 Report 
to Congress, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) noted that routine 
agricultural activities is responsible for over 60% of the surface water pollution 
problems nationwide(EPA, 1990). Accelerated erosion of productive land, nutrients 
(primarily, nitrogen and phosphorus) and pesticide loading from agricultural runoff, 
and pathogens from feedlots and urban runoff and sewage are the primary causes of 
surface water quality impairments. 
In recent years, federal and state agencies charged with water quality protection 
have addressed the non point source pollution problem by establishing some 
relationships between land management practices and environmental/water quality 
degradation. Efforts have been directed at mitigating adverse agricultural impacts by: 
(a) expanding the knowledge of the processes influencing surface hydrology and the 
fate of agrichemicals in the environment; (b) establishing methods and tools to evaluate 
the extent and nature of agricultural impacts on water quality; and (c) translating the 
accumulated information into improved land management practices that are both 
environmentally sound and sustainable. 
Determining the amounts of pollutants from agricultural land can be achieved 
through long-term on-site monitoring and simulation modeling. However, the tormer is 
very labor intensive and expensive. Therefore, simulation modeling of nonpoint source 
2 
pollution has been used quite frequently to provide guidelines in the development of 
land management strategies and as decision support tools. 
In simulation modeling, mathematical relationships are used to describe the 
behavior of the physical system or to quantitatively represent the process occurring 
within the system. Two basic types of models have been widely used to evaluate 
nonpoint source pollution impacts on water quality. These include the lumped 
parameter models and distributed parameter models. In general, distributed models 
have greater accuracy in estimating spatially variable processes than the lumped model 
(Beasley et aI., 1982). 
Irrespective of its type, models are powerful tools for understanding, the probable 
effects of changes in alternative land development and/or management strategies on 
water qUality. They provide the tools for testing hypothesis and assessing effectiveness 
of land management scenarios before they are juxtaposed on the natural system. 
However, several limitations, such as the inability to manipulate the large amounts of 
input data, restrict the widespread use of simulation model. Fortunately, recent 
developments in geographic information systems (GIS) technology provide the tool to 
spatially generate, store, manipulate, and retrieve the disparate input data required for 
modeling, particularly distributed-parameter modeling. For example, the Agricultural 
Nonpoint Source Pollution (AGNPS) distributed-parameter model, a cell-based model 
requires large amounts of input parameters, some of which are spatial, now is widely 
used in water quality modeling. All the spatial distributed parameters in AGNPS can 
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be obtained or derived from a GIS, and in turn, can be exported into the AGNPS 
model. Manual encoding of AGNPS model input data can be quite cumbersome and 
expensive in terms of labor demands. Organization of model input data within GIS 
eliminates the data input bottlenecks experienced by both modelers and model users. 
Moreover, with the use of GIS, spatially distributed parameters including vegetative 
cover which are cost-effectively obtained by remote sensing, can be integrated with GIS 
to generate spatial data for modeling. For example, land coverlland use which 
influences many hydrologic processes, such as infiltration, runoff and soil moisture can 
be obtained from remote sensors. These information can be then related to numeric 
values for AGNPS model which can include hydrologic curve number, Manning 
roughness coefficient, and surface condition constant (Jakubanskas et al., 1992). 
The purpose of this study is to integrate the AGNPS hydrologic/water quality 
model and ARC/INFO GIS for evaluation of nonpoint source pollution from 
agricultural activities. A computer program which provides the capabilities of file 
conversion between AGNPS and ARC/INFO and parameter derivation was developed 
to serve as an interface. The structure and function of the interface are introduced and 
an example application is used to examine the utility, efficiency and capability of the 
computer interface. 
4 
AGRICULTURAL NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Background 
Water quality degradation from point and nonpoint sources is an important 
environmental issue in the United States. Points sources, such as discharges from 
industrial, sewage treatment systems, and feedlot surfaces, or leachate from landfills 
enter the environment at discrete locations and may be easily identified and controlled. 
Nonpoint sources, on the other hand, is diffuse and can be carried over and through 
runoff and percolation. These sources of pollution are much more difficult to identify 
and control. Since the water pollution from point sources can be detected and 
sufficient control could be achieved by managing the point source, attention has, over 
the past several years, shifted to pollution problems from nonpoint sources including 
agriculture. 
Nonpoint source pollutants may partially deposit on land surface before they reach 
the receiving water. Consequently, nonpoint source are considered to be responsible 
for most of the water pollution problems. The major causes of nonpoint source 
pollution may come from: agriculture, mining, urban runoff, silviculture, and 
construction. Today, approximately 65 % of nonpoint source is from agricultural 
sources. In a 1984 survey of Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution 
Control Administrators (ASIWPCA), 43 % of the responding states indicated that the 
current nonpoint source problems are greater in magnitude than point-source problems, 
5 
while 35 % indicated that point and nonpoint problems are of equal importance in terms 
of impact (Savage, 1985). 
Identification of Nonpoint Source Pollution Problems 
Nonpoint sources playa major role in contributing to many of the water quality 
problems facing the nation. To identify the pollution problem area within an 
agricultural watershed, the contributed area should be defined first. Then, a control 
strategy can be designed to mitigate and/or alleviate the pollution problem. As with 
most types of nonpoint source pollution, agricultural nonpoint source pollution relates 
directly to the way in which the land is managed. There are several different sources 
associated with different impacts on the contributed area. These include: irrigated 
cropland; and nonirrigated cropland; animal production on rangeland and pasture; and 
concentrated livestock production. 
The primary pollutants from irrigated and nonirrigated cropland are sediment, 
nutrients, and pesticides. Runoff from feedlots and barnyards deliver nutrients, organic 
matter, microorganisms, and other pollutants to receiving waters. Animal grazing also 
causes soil compaction and damage, thus increasing the soil erosion, sedimentation, and 
other related pollution problems through runoff. Livestock wastes from concentrated 
production facilities also contribute to significant water pollution problems (EPA, 
1984). 
Sediment is the most pervasive surface water contaminant from cropland. The 
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potential for on farm delivery of sediment to receiving water depends on several 
factors, including sites characteristics, land slope, climate, and proximity to receiving 
water. Pollution generated on cropland also relates to crop type, tillage, and surface 
land management practices (e.g. tillage). On the impacts of water quality, sediment 
affeCts water temperature, turbidity and aquatic habits. Chemicals attached to the 
sediment, such as pesticides and nutrients, can also cause the water quality problems. 
Increase the amounts of pesticide application on cropland can accelerate the 
eutrophication of water body and the contamination of surface water and groundwater. 
Rangeland and pasture can contribute significant amounts of sediment and nutrients 
to surface water if there is overgrazing. Erosion rates on pasture are usually slightly 
lower than on rangeland. Animal production on both rangeland and pasture also results 
in runoff of animal wastes. Each year, livestock on farms and ranches produce nearly 
2 billion tons of liquid manure which contains approximately 7.7 million tons of 
nitrogen, 1.9 million tons of phosphorus, and 351 million tons of potassium. The 
pollution problems from animal production sources are pervasive on agricultural areas 
and widely dispersed nationally (Myers et al., 1985). With all of the above 
documented water quality problems, it is not at all surprising that intense effort has 
been focused on mitigating their impacts. 
7 
WATER QUALITY MODELING 
Modeling Concept 
A model is an approximate representation of the actual system. It can be divided 
into several subsystems or components. For example, the hydrologic cycle can be 
, (AI/["'" 
partitioned into different components, such as precipitation, evapotranspbrtation-, 
infiltration, groundwater flow, and surface runoff. These components can be treated 
separately and/or represented in different theoretical/empirical relationships. The 
resulting model, therefore, depends upon the interactions among these individual 
components that represent the overall biophysical processes occurring within the system. 
Since the early 1960s, mathematical models have been used extensively to analyze 
nonpoint source pollution of soil and water resources. These models have become 
useful and best available technology for analyzing and planning natural resource 
management systems. They provide greater benefits for water resource decision-making 
and also help to: (a) structure and direct field scale data collection, (b) analyze site-
specific responses, (c) determine the accuracy to be used in evaluating input variables 
and parameters, (d) study the significance of spatial and temporal variability of 
landforms and processes, and (e) determine the observations needed to achieve a given 
degree of accuracy (Decoursey, 1985). In hydrologic/water quality modeling, several 
forms of model representation have been proposed. The following section describes, 
briefly, these forms of modeling philosophy. 
8 
Hydrologic Modeling 
Incorporating randomness and spatial variability into the list of potential processes, 
hydrologic models can be grouped into: deterministic model; and stochastic model. In 
deterministic modeling, a general function describes the change in state processes at a 
given point in the landscape with no allowance for randomness in the processes. On the 
other hand, stochastic models incorporate random characteristics and predict potential 
likelihoods of state variables (eg, concentration of water quality parameters). 
Deterministic models can be further divided into lumped and distributed models (Figure 
I). In lumped models, the system is spatially averaged over a large domain having 
heterogeneous properties. The model then aggregates all influences of spatial non-
uniformities into equivalent point values, and evaluates the impact of spatially variable 
parameters by calculating effective homogeneous values for an entire area. In contrast, 
spatially variable hydrologic processes in distributed models are considered taking place 
at various points in the landscape. The model then attempts to incorporate spatially 
distributed data using algorithms that represent interactions between locations and state 
variables. In modeling landscape processes, distributed models provide a more accurate 
representation and estimation than lumped models (Beasley et aI., 1982). 
Types of Models 
Hydrologic models can also be subdivided into field-scale and watershed-scale 
models on the basis of whether parameters are lumped or distributed at the landscape 
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level. In field-scale modeling, the hydrologic process are described within a single field 
or land resource unit having uniform soils, weather, and topography. Typical examples 
of field-scale models used for evaluating surface hydrology and nonpoint source pollution 
include: CREAMS (Knisel, 1980), GLEAMS (Leonard et aI., 1987), and PRZM (Carsel 
et al., 1984). 
Watershed-scale models simulate hydrology and water quality related processes 
based on spatially distributed landscape characteristics. Routing algorithms are used to 
integrate cumulative effects at the watershed- or catchment-level. Some of the existing 
watershed-scale models are storm-event based, while others provide continuous 
simulation of processes and mechanisms over long periods of time. Typical examples of 
watershed-scale models include: AGNPS (Young et al., 1989), ANSWERS (Beasley and 
Huggin, 1982), and WEPP (Laflen et aI., 1991). A summary of the characteristics in 
some of these models are shown in Table 1. Specitic details of some lumped and 
distributed models are discussed the following sections. 
CREAMS 
Chemical Bunoff and grosion from ,dgricultural Management ~ystems (CREAMS) 
model is a field-scale model designed for predicting the impact of agricultural 
management systems on surface runoff, soil erosion, and water quality (Knisel, 1980). 
The model has three major components that represent: (1) hydrology, (2) soil erosion 
and sedimentation, and (3) chemical transport. The hydrology sub model estimates runoff 
volume, peak runoff, infiltration, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, and percolation. 
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The erosion/sedimentation- sub model estimates sediment yield and particle size 
distribution of eroded sediment. The chemistry sub model estimates losses of dissolved 
and soil-attached nitrogen, phosphorus, and pesticides in surface runoff percolation and 
in eroded sediment (Knisel 1980). 
GLEAMS 
Qroundwater Loading gffects of Agricultural Management ~ystems (GLEAMS) is a 
microcomputer-based model developed to simulate the movement of water and chemicals 
(pesticide and nitrogen) within the crop root zone (Leonard et aI., 1987). The model is 
an extension of the CREAMS model, and is continuous at a temporal scale (daily time 
step) although lumped at the landscape level. GLEAMS can simulate subsurface 
movement of pesticides and their metabolites within the plant root zone, and the vadoze 
zone (soil layer between the bottom of the plant rooting depth and the top of the water 
table). 
PRZM 
festicide Root ~one Model or PRZM (Carse I et aI., 1984), developed by the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, is a field-scale hydrology and pesticide transport 
model designed to provide continuous simulation of the effects of agricultural 
management practices on pesticide fate and transport. The model can simulate the entire 
vadose zone from soil surface to the water table. Pesticide processes represented in 
PRZM are similar to those in GLEAMS and include advection (or 
convection) ,dispersion, sorption, degradation in soil and on plant canopy, and plant 
13 
uptake. PRZM can simulate the movement of multiple applications of pesticide and 
metabolites (daughter products) using long-term climatic data. Thus, the annual 
variation (time series) of pesticide leaching and runoff losses, as well as the effects of 
agricultural management cropping practices on the model predictions, can be determined. 
AGNPS 
AGricultural Nonfoint ~ource pollution (AGNPS) model (Young et al., 1989) is an 
event-based watershed-scale model developed to simulate runoff, sediment, chemical 
oxygen demand (COD) and nutrient transport in surface runoff from agricultural 
watersheds. The model is distributed and operates on a uniform grid cell basis, which 
facilitates database creation and analysis of cumulative impacts. All model inputs are 
define at the cell level. The SCS curve number method is used to predict runoff 
volumes, and peak flow rate. Erosion and sediment transport are calculated using a 
modified Universal ~oiI10ss gquation (USLE) and Bagnold's stream power equation 
(sediment transport). Nutrient loss is calculated as a function of the nutrient content of 
the soil sediment, and an enrichment ratio. The AGNPS model was chosen for this 
study primarily because of its distributed nature. 
ANSWERS 
The Areal Nonpoint ~ource Watershed gnvironment Besponse ~imulation model or 
ANSWERS (Beasely and Huggins, 1982) was designed as a planning tool for assessing 
the effects of land use, land management, and cultural practices on water quality 
(Beasley et al., 1980). ANSWERS is also a distributed, watershed-scale model that incorporates 
14 
the spatially variable processes of runoff, infiltration, subsurface drainage, and erosion. 
Essentially, the model consists of two submodels which can predict hydrology and 
erosion responses from a given land management unit which are discretized into uniform 
grid cells. Recent modifications to the ANSWERS model include the addition of a 
sediment detachment/transport sub model that predicts sediment yield (Dillaha et al., 
1988), and a chemical transport sub model that simulates phosphorus loading for each 
discrete grid cell (Storm, et aI., 1988). 
WEPP 
The Water .Erosion £rediction £roject model (WEPP) (Gilley et aI., 1988) was 
- - - -
developed to provide a new generation water erosion prediction technology for use by 
agencies involved in soil and water conservation and environmental planning and 
assessment. The improved prediction technology is based on hydrologic and erosion 
science and the USLE. Three versions of the model have been proposed: a profile 
version designed for plot-scale analysis; a grid version structured towards the AGNPS 
model; and a watershed version designed to provide cumulative assessment of landscape 
influence on erosion process. The model is intended to correct some of the deficiencies 
of USLE, such as poor estimation of soil erosion rates on steep slopes. WEPP is a 
computer based model and contains soil, crop, and weather databases to facilitate model 
use. The effects of climate, soils, topography, and cropping systems on erosion, 
deposition and sediment transport can be sImulated using the available soil and climate 
database. 
15 
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Background 
Geographic information systems (GISs) are computer-based data management and 
display systems that are designed to work with spatial geo-referenced data and to 
manipulate large volumes of ioeational data derived from various sources (Burrough, 
1986). GISs have become useful tools for solving spatial problems by working with 
certain kinds of data storage, manipulation, retrieval, and display within a database. 
During the last two decades, the development in computer systems has made it easier 
to apply computer technology to store, manipulate, and analyze large volumes of spatial 
data, whieh increase the capability of GIS in data update, data analysis, and data 
integration. Hence, the primary functions of GIS are to: (a) integrate spatial and non-
spatial data within a single framework; (b) offer a consistent framework for analyzing 
the spatial variation of processes across landscapes; (c) allow geographic data to be 
manipulated and displayed in a variety of forms including maps and tabular summaries; 
and (d) allow connections to be made between spatial entities based on geographic 
proximity and characteristics that are vital to understanding and managing land 
development activities and resources (Unwin and Wilson, 1990). 
The operation of a modern GIS is the combination of hardware and software. Much 
of the hardware is fairly standard, but sophisticated graphic workstations are mostly used 
for data display and visualization. The software components consist ot five major 
subsystems for: 
16 
A. Data input and verification: collect and/or processes spatial data derived 
from maps, remote sensors, direct digital inputs, etc. 
B. Data storage and database management: stores, organizes, and manages 
the data rapidly in a database, and allows more than one users to work 
efficiently with and query the data. 
C. Data manipulation and analysis: performs transformation needed to 
remove error from the data, append data as information becomes 
available, and also generate and spatially organize parameters for 
simulation modeling. 
D. Data output and display: capable of displaying the data and the results of 
analysis to the user. The data may be presented as maps, tabular reports, 
and hard copy on plotters and printers. 
E. User Interaction: provides the necessary interaction or interface between 
user and GIS proceeding through windows, icons, pop-up or pull down 
menus, and keyboard entries. 
GIS Data Structure 
To choose an appropriate data structure and data model is important in designing a 
GIS, especially in manipulation of spatial data to support modeling. In general, data can 
be stored in GIS as raster or vector. The object of interest in a raster data structure 
(e.g. soil types, land uselland cover, elevation) can be divided into a regular grid of cells 
17 
in a specific sequence. The convectional sequence is row by row from upper left 
corner to lower right corner with each entry corresponding to the cell attribute (Figure 
2). In vector data structure, discrete line segments or points are used to identify 
locations, such as boundaries, streams, and wells. Objects are created by connecting 
points with lines (arcs) from which attributes (e.g. area, perimeter) can be calculated 
(Figure 3). A raster data structure or sometimes called raster data model tells what 
occurs everywhere at each place in the area, while a vector structure model tells where 
everything occurs by giving a location to every object. The differences between these 
methods of encoding spatial information include: data volume, retrieval efficiency, data 
manipUlation efficiency, data accuracy, and data display. In comparison of data vol time, 
since unique values are stored for the entire area in raster structure, it will need lots of 
memory for data storage, and data retrieval. For data manipulation and analysis, the 
raster structure is more efficient than the vector structure model because the cell-based 
structure is easier to overlay, calculate, and encode in computer. The advantage and 
disadvantages of raster and vector data structures are summarized in Table 2. 
Data Management 
Data layer 
The data for the study area can be recorded as a set of map layers. A map layer is a 
set of data describing a single characteristic for each location within a bounded 
geographic area, and only one item of information is available. As shown in Figure 4, 
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Figure 4. Data base layering concept (Antenucci et al., 1991) 
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each layer is a set of homogeneous feature. The major purpose of the separation is to 
simplify the combination of features for display, and analysis. 
Database Mana2ement System 
A database management system (DBMS) is the software that permits one or more 
users to work efficiently with data in a database, which is a structured collection of 
information on a object. A DBMS is like a high level computer language and also 
provides a interface between users and system. The attribute data associated with 
different data layer can be stored and maintained in DBMS, which will provide users 
with the necessary input/output routine so that the database can be accessed as required. 
The capabilities of DBMS are to (1) define the contents of the database; (2) insert new 
data and delete old data; (3) ask about the database contents; and (4) modify the cOI)tents 
of the database. 
Data manipulation and analvsis 
Data manipulation includes a standard set of arithmetic functions, five value selection 
modes, and three mapping functions. The arithmetic functions are add, subtract, 
multiple, divide, square root, exponential, trigometric function, and logarithms. The 
value selection modes are equal, greater than, less than, greater than and less than, and 
less than or greater than a value. The mapping functions, union, intersection, or 
exclusion, provides the capability of combining any number of individual data layer with 
any number of data layer (Walsh, 1985). Data from original map can be transformed to 
the digital format either by digitizing or scanning, then the grid map can be generated by 
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grid overlay. Same procedures can be provided on those thematic maps of interest 
andcreate a composite map by overlay (Figure 5). 
Both the selection modes and mapping functions can generate a new data set from 
the original data. While the mapping function will allow users to place conditional 
. restrictions on the data sets with one of the five relation modes, and then produce a new 
output data set or map. 
After the processes, these thematic maps of interesting will be encoded and stored in 
raster or vector data structure. Some of derived data also can be obtained by relating to 
the numeric values from thematic data. For examples, the hydrologic curve number, 
Manning's roughness coefficients, surface condition constants, and cropping factors can 
be used to calculate many hydrologic processes, including infiltration and runoff rates. 
Applying those data to simulation model, output will be obtained after analyzing the 
entire study area. As shown in Figure 6, the potential soil erosion can be obtained by 
overlaying and analyzing both the original land data, topography, soils, land use etc, and 
the derived data, slope, runoff, and erodibility. 
Application 
The use of geographic information systems technology has increased considerably 
during the past decade. Both the federal and state government agencies have been 
impacted by this technology. At the federal government level, the following ten general 
uses of GIS have been identified (Antenucci et aI., 1991): 
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A. Environmental assessment and monitoring - Environmental impact 
analysis, irrigation engineering, pollution studies, soil conservation and 
flood mapping. 
B. Land and water resource inventory, planning, and management - site 
design and screening, road design, land management, wetland maps, and 
water quality and quantity studies. 
C. Terrain map - Topographic maps, elevation models, slope maps, and 
aspect maps. 
D. Base map development - Analysis, plotting, modification, marine 
information, ocean surveys, and navigation. 
E. Thematic map data - Socioeconomic, soil, and other characteristics at the 
state, county, and congressional district levels. 
F. Data display and analysis - Map data access and display, merging and 
integrating data bases, and image maps. 
G. Network simulation models - National rail Network Model and National 
Rail Defense Essential Network. 
H. Navigation systems - Air traffic control systems, intlight navigational data. 
and nautical cartographic data. 
I. Mineral resource assessment - Geologic maps, mineral and mineral fuel 
resource assessment. 
J. Trainers and simulators - Radar trainers and flight simulators. 
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In state governments, at least forty-five states are using a GIS or a related spatial 
system in at least one state agency, and at least thirty-four states have more than one 
geographic information system. States' uses include: 
A. Transportation - Road design, highway mapping, pavement and 
maintenance management, capital budget planning, analysis of accident 
data and traffic volumes, and routing and dispatching vehicles. 
B. Management of nature resource and land use - Public policy decisions 
regarding lands and water, natural resources, fish and wildlife inventories, 
planning and management, and environmental assessment; development of 
minerals, coal, oil and gas, and timber resources; land use plans, 
environmental regulatory programs, and historical and cultural resources 
management. 
Local government has numerous and diverse uses for GIS. Systems are not used 
only by agency managers and employees, but also by elected officials, attorneys, 
developers, financial institution, and the general public. As shown in Figure 7, the 
cooperative programs between cities, counties and utilities includes: tax assessment and 
collection, maintenance of property records, dispatch of emergency service vehicles, 
traffic engineering, operation of public works and utilities, road maintenance, map 
production. 
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Figure 7, Cooperative programs between cities, counties, and public and private utilities, 
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In the water quality modeling area, four primary roles of a GIS can be identified 
(Joao and Walsh 1992; Bathurst and O'Connell 1992). A GIS can: 
A. Perform complex manipulation and analysis of spatial and non-spatial data 
for the development and preparation of data inputs to models. 
B. Provide the linkage mechanisms between models having different spatial 
representation: 
C. Facilitate the conversion and standardization for digital landform of 
different scales and projections. 
D. Allow for post-simulation graphics output display and spatial analysis for 
evaluating model results. 
The GIS used for this study is ESRI's ARCIINFO revision 6.1 (ESRI, 1992). In 
ARC/INFO system, information is stored as areas (polygons), lines (arcs), or points by 
using relational database that link attributes to features and stores the information in 
hierarchical computer files called coverage. The system provides function for: (a) 
digitizing, editing, and reformatting data; (b) reporting output in different features, such 
as map and table; and (c) using spatial operation for topological overlay, buffer creation, 
and spatial query. In water quality modeling, the ARC/GRID module is a very power 
sophisticated module for data management and analysis. 
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INTERFACE BETWEEN MODELS AND GIS 
MODEL: AGNPS 
AGNPS Input Data Structure 
Since AGNPS is a cell-based model, all the model parameters are defined at the cell 
level. A total of 20 different parameters are required for simulating impacts of 
agricultural management systems on water quality. Table 3 summarized the parameters 
required for the entire watershed and for each grid cell. Many of these parameters can 
be obtained from local planning offices, look-up tables in the user's manual, and 
derived by relating to some other parameter. For example, some of the input parameter 
required of the model including, the SCS curve number, Manning's roughness 
coefficient, and surface condition constant, which are influenced by many hydrologic 
process, such as infiltration and runoff. 
The AGNPS model is a grid based model which makes it useful for accommodating 
spatial variable problems and provides a good candidate for GIS application. The grid 
cells in AGNPS are uniform square areas having unique attributes for specific spatial 
features of the watershed landscape. In establishing the model input data file, the entire 
watershed is divided into cells with user-defined resolution. The cells are numbered 
sequentially from the northwest corner to south east. Then, the watershed drainage 
pattern aspect is established to identify the direction of flow leaving a cell (Figure 8). 
The drainage direction consists of 8 possible directions (Figure 9) encoded as number 
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Table 3. AGNPS input data file content 
Item Data 
Watershed Input 
1 Watershed identification 
2 Cell area ( acres) 
3 Total number of cells 
4 Precipitation (inches) 
5 Energy-intensity value 
6 Rainfall duration 
7 Storm type 
Cell Parameter 
1 Cell number 
2 Number of the cell into which it drains 
3 Aspect 
4 SCS curve number 
5 A verage land slope (%) 
6 Slope shape factor (uniform, convex, or concave) 
7 Average field slope length (feet) 
8 Manning roughness coefficient for the channel 
9 Soil erodibility factor (K) from USLE 
10 Cropping factor (C) from USLE 
11 Practice factor (P) from USLE 
12 Surface condition constant (based on land use) 
13 Soil texture (sand, silt, clay, peat) 
14 Fertilization level (zero, low, medium, high) 
15 Fertilization availability factor(% fertilizer left in top I cm of soil) 
16 Point source indication (indicated existence of a point source input within a cell) 
17 Gully source level 
18 Chemical oxygen demand factor 
19 Impoundment factor (indication presence of and impoundment terrace of an 
impoundment terrace system within the cell) 
20 Channel indicator (indication existence of a defined channel within a cell) 
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from one to eight. This numbering system facilitates the development of an interface 
program to assist modeling efforts. Figure 10 shows the standard format for input file 
which can be imported from an ASCII text file. During the execution of AGNPS, a 
GIS output (Figure 11) can be generated and stored as an ASCII text file. The cell-by-
cell output file generated can represent sediment loading, soil loss, nutrient export or 
any other parameter simulated by the model (see Table 4). 
GIS : ARC/INFO 
The ARC/INFO GIS software (ESRI 1992) was used in establishing the link 
between AGNPS and spatially variable data. ARCIINFO is one of the most popular 
commercial software which successfully combines the standard relational database 
management system (INFO) to handle attribute tables with the software to handle 
objects stored as arcs (ARC). The" ARC' portion manages the spatial data, such as 
points, lines and polygons, while the "INFO" part deals with the accompanying 
non spatial attribute data. Figure 12 shows the major function of ARC/INFO. 
In the ARC/INFO GIS, data stored in the vector format can be transferred into 
raster format for distributed parameter modeling. Commands such as like POL YGRID, 
L1NEGRID and POINTGRID can be used to convert polygons, lines, and points data, 
respectively, into equivalent grid data. Then, using "GRIDASCII", the grid data are 
then transformed into ASCII file format which can be imported into a model. Figure 13 
shows the ARC/INFO ASCII format, which includes the X minimum and Y minimum 
coordinates of map, number of row and column for grid, nodata value which can be 
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Table 4. AGNPS output GIS data file content 3 
Item Data 
GIS Soil Loss Output 
1 Cell number 
2 Drainage area (acre) 
3 Runoff volume (in) 
4 Upstream runoff (in) 
5 Peak flow upstream (cfs) 
6 Downstream runoff (in) 
7 Peak rate (cfs)/Peak flow downstream (cfs) 
8 Runoff generated above (%) 
9 Cell erosion (tla) 
10 Sediment generated above (tons) 
11 Sediment generated within cell (tons) 
12 Sediment yield (tons) 
13 Sediment deposit (%) 
GIS Nutrient Output 
1 Cell number 
2 Drainage area (acre) 
3 ~-Ioss in sediment within cell (lbsta) 
4 N-Ioss in sediment at cell outlet Obsta) 
5 N-loss in water soluble within cell (lbsta) 
6 N-Ioss in water soluble at cell outlet Obsta) 
7 N-loss in water soluble, concentration (ppm) 
8 P-loss in sediment within cell (lbs/a) 
9 P-Ioss in sediment at cell outlet (lbs/a) 
10 P-Ioss in water soluble within cell (lbs/a) 
11 P-Ioss in water soluble at cell outlet (lbs/a) 
12 P-loss in water soluble, concentration (ppm) 
13 COD in water soluble within cell Obsta) 
14 COD in water soluble at cell outlet Obsta) 
15 COD in water soluble, concentration (ppm) 
3 tla = tons/acre; Ibs/a = pounds/acre; 
ppm = part per million (1 ppm = I millionlIiter) 
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specified for those area outside the study area, and the raw data. 
AGNPS-ARC/INFO Linkage 
The linkage between the AGNPS model and ARC/INFO GIS was established 
through the development of "special-purpose" computer programs or interfaces. The 
interfaces provide the capabilities for data file conversion between AGNPS and 
ARC/INFO, based on raster data structure. In ARC/INFO, the vector data can be 
converted and stored as grid (raster) structure. And then, GRIDASCII rewrites the 
raster data for each cell to the ASCII format which will be the source input/output file 
for the interface. The components of the interface shown in Figure 14 through Figure 
16 are described in the following sections. 
File conversion 
Watershed boundary The watershed boundary file from ARC/INFO is 
defined as 1 for the inside the boundary, and 0 otherwise (Figure 17). This file is 
required in determining the cell number, receiving cell number, X_minimulll, 
Y_minimum, number of rows and columns, and nodata value. All of which are useful 
during the transformation of AGNPS model output file back to ARC/INFO text file. 
Cell number Based on the watershed boundary file, all the cells inside 
boundary are numbered starting with I at upper left corner to lower right corner 
automatically. Here, N is the total number of grid cells within the watershed boundary. 
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Flow direction and aspect The algorithm developed for determining channel 
flow direction parameter used in flow routing and aspect is as follows. First, a file 
which stores the flow direction of the stream is checked by the program. If the 
direction indicates the stream will flow outside the boundary or outside the stream, the 
program will search around neighborhood cells to find the correct direction (see Figure 
18). Second, the flow direction file is overlaid on aspect file generated by the 
ARC/INFO GIS. And according to the boundary range, a check is made using the 
aspect. If the 
aspect at the boundary cell is directed outside the watershed, the program will also 
search neighborhood cells to determine the correct aspect (Figure 19). Then, based on 
the flow direction of stream and the aspect, a search is performed for the watershed 
outlet cell (control point). 
Receiving cell The receiving cell and cell is determined number for .each cell 
using aspect and cell number coverages. 
File transformation In order to save the memory space, all the ASCII input 
text file are stored as integers, or file of real. 
ARC/INFO GIS to AGNPS : Assembly of input data 
In the AGNPS model, 21 parameters are required for each cell, considered 
homogeneous with respect to hydrologic/land management characteristics. Some of 
these parameters are not derived using GIS techniques, reasonable default values can be 
specified or actual values can be entered in ASCII file format (Table 5). Some of them 
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Table 5. Parameters required in interface 
Item Parameter Input format 3 
1 Watershed boundary F 
2 Aspect F 
3 Cell number F 
4 Receiving cell number F 
5 Cropping factor (C) F 
6 Channel indicator F 
7 Soil erodibility (K) F,S 
8 Slope F,S 
9 SCS curve number F,S 
10 Slope shape F,S 
11 Slope length F,S 
12 Mannings roughness coefficient F,S 
13 Cropping practice factor (P) F,S 
14 Surface condition constant F,S 
15 Soil texture F,S 
16 Fertilization level F,S 
17 Fertilization availability factor F,S 
18 Point source indicator F,S 
19 Gully source level F,S 
20 Chemical oxygen demand factor F,S 
21 Impoundment factor F,S 
a F = ARC/INFO ASCII file; S = Single value 
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are required to be derived in GIS. Such AGNPS model parameters include boundary, 
cell number, receiving cell number, aspect, cropping factor (C), and channel indicator. 
Other input parameters are supplied by the GIS. 
AGNPS to GIS : Analysis of output data 
During the execution of AGNPS, a GIS output can be generated (this option is 
available in AGNPS). Depending on the user-defined modeling objective, the GIS 
output file can be separated into different files (e.g. soil loss and nutrient output). In 
order to generate an ARC/INFO ASCII file, the x minimum, y minimum, number of 
rows and columns, and nodata value are required. Recall the procedure in File 
Conversion, when the watershed boundary file from ARC/INFO was created. Since 
these information already exist, they can be used to direct model output data conversio.n 
from AGNPS. 
Once the output files in ASCII format are generated in ARC/INFO compatible 
format, the ASCIIGRID command (in ARCIINFO) can be employed to convert them to 
grid (raster) structure and, in term, to a vector format if desired using POL YGRID 
command. There are twelve parameters in AGNPS soil loss output, and fourteen in 
nutrient output. The same process is repeated to convert all the output parameters of 
interest to ARCIINFO, for display in ARCPLOT, or any desired form using Arc Macro 
Languages (AML) (Figure 20). 
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
Description of Study Area 
In this study, one watershed was chosen to demonstrate the utility of the interface 
program and statistical analysis procedure detailed in this study. The study watershed is 
located in Southern Iowa and was chosen because of the availability of digital (spatial 
and non-spatial) data. The characteristic of the watershed is described below. 
Lake Icaria watershed 
The Lake learia watershed is located in Adams County in southern Iowa. The total 
area, which contributes flow to Lake Icaria is 17.475 ha. Average annual rainfall is 33 
inches with the greatest amount of 5.5 inches occurring in June. Agricultural 
production in the watershed consists of row crops integrated with livestock (hog, beef 
cattle, poultry , sheep) production enterprises. The agricultural land use consists of 49 % 
cropland,and 22.4% pasture, while 11.6% of the area is under the Cropland Reserve 
Program (Figure 21). About 4.6% of the watershed area is either non-farmable or 
unsuitable for pasture. The remaining 12.5 % of watershed is occupied by water 
. (principally Lake Icaria with surface area of 2182 acres), farmsteads, road, and 
parkland. 
Water quality and nonpoint source pollution within the watershed have been the 
major research interests. A water quality survey conducted in 1986 by the University of 
Iowa Hygienic Laboratory showed Lake Icaria to be eutrophic and moderately 
productive (relative to aquatic life). The degradation in Lake water quality reason was 
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traced to nonpoint sources from agricultural activities (cropping and livestock 
production), particularly nutrients from cropland. In general, the study indicated that 
nonpoint source pollution problem can be directly linked to sheet and rill erosion, gully 
and streambank erosion, intensive livestock production and grazing operations, and 
fertilizer use in the watershed. 
Data Source 
Elevation data were obtained by line digitizing successive contour lines from a 
1:24,000 U.S.Geological Survey quadrangle map. The digital topographic data was 
manipulated using ARC/INFO to obtain a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) for the 
Lake !carla watershed (Figure 22). The ARC/INFO LA TTICEPOL Y was used with the 
slope, aspect, and range options to create coverage of polygon slope, aspect, and 
elevation, respectively. These vector coverages were converted to the grid format using 
the ARC/INFO GRID module. 
The aerial photography of land use within the watershed were used to identify the 
cropping practices, the chemical oxygen demand (COD) values, management factor (C), 
support practice factor (P), fertilization level, fertilization availability factor, and 
Manning roughness coefficient (Table 6). The digital soil information for the study 
watersheds were obtained from the SCS ISOIL database (Figure 23). Using the 
incorporated the land use/land cover data with look-up tables, the SOIl nydrologic group, 
soil texture, surface condition constant, and SCS curve number were derived (Table 7). 
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Table 7. Land use look-up table for determining the SCS curve number 
Land Use SCS curve number for Soil Hydrologic Group 
Type A B C D 
Corn 67 78 85 89 
Soybeans 67 78 85 89 
Small grain 63 74 82 85 
Hay 58 72 81 85 
Alfalfa 58 72 81 85 
Oats 63 74 82 85 
Pasture 39 61 74 80 
Woodland 36 60 73 79 
Hay (set aside) 58 72 81 85 
Fallow 77 86 91 94 
Water/Pond 100 100 100 100 
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Analysis 
Topographic parameters, slope, aspect, and slope length; USLE (Universal Soil 
Loss Equation) parameters, soil erodibility (K), cropping factor (C), and practice factor 
(P); and hydrologic parameters, SCS curve number, manning coefficient, were managed 
and stored in ARC/INFO in both vector and raster formats, or with corresponding 
attribute data. The commands, POLYGRID, LINEGRID, and POINTGRID were used 
to generate grid file from the vector coverages. Using the GRIDASCII command, an 
ASCII text file can be generated. 
Those parameters not generated in ARC/INFO were entered for entire watershed 
using the spatial purpose computer programs developed. After the execution of 
AGNPS, the GIS output file was organized by the interface to produce ARCIINFO 
ASCII text files which were converted to the grid format using ASCIIGRID. 
Furthermore, using the GRIDPOL Y command, a vector coverage can be generated from 
the grid coverage and displayed in ARC/PLOT. The process was repeated for any 
output parameter of interest. 
According to the AGNPS output, cell erosion, sediment yield, nitrogen loss and 
phosphorus loss were analyzed with the UNIVARIATE procedure in Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS Institute, Inc. 1985). The mean, median, minimum, maximum, upper and 
lower quartile$, and standard deviation were examined. The STEPWISE procedure was 
used to determine the dominant factors on the six dependent variables from 16 
independent input variables (Table 8). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Statistical Analysis of Data 
A UNIV ARIA TE statistical procedure was performed in order to analyze the results 
from the AGNPS model. The UNIVARIATE procedure can produce simple descriptive 
statistics for numeric variables as well as distribution of variables. Features include: (a) 
detail on the extreme values of a variable; (b) quartiles, such as the median; (c) several 
graphical plots to examine the distribution of a variable ( stem-leaf plot, boxplot, and 
normal probability plot ); and (d) frequency tables. Data can be separated for different 
groups of observations, and calculated for the descriptive statistics. The UNIVARIATE 
statistical procedure detailed in SAS (SAS, 1985) was adopted in this study. 
In addition to the UNIV ARIA TE statistical procedure, the STEPWISE technique was 
used to analyze and identify the dominant factors from 16 independent water quality 
variables (e.g., soil erosion, sediment yield, nitrogen loss, and phosphorus loss). This 
procedure is useful when we have a collection of independent variables and wish to find 
which of the variables should be included in a regression model. The STEPWISE 
procedure provides five methods for stepwise regression: (a) forward selection; (b) 
backward selection; (c) stepwise; (d) maximum R2 improvement; (e) minimum R2 
improvement. The stepwise procedure was chosen for data analysis. It is a modification 
of forward selection technique. In the forward selection method, variables are added one 
by one to the model, and the F-statistic for a variable to be added must be significant at the 
60 
significant level (which the default is 0.15). After a variable is added, the stepwise method 
will look at all the variables already included in the model, and delete any variable that 
does not produce a significant level for F-statistic. Only after this check is made and the 
necessary deletions accomplished, can another variable be added to the model. The process 
terminates when no variable has F-statistic at the specified significance level. 
Discussion of Simulation Results 
During the simulation, the precipitation and rainfall intensity were assumed to be the 
same for the Lake learia watershed. Since the total area of the watershed is 7,071.88 
hectare, the cell size was chosen to be 16 hectare to meet the AGNPS model limitation of 
2500 cells. Table 9 summarizes the summary the watershed parameters used in the 
AGNPS model for the watershed. 
The statistical output from the UNIVARIATE procedure are summarized in Table 10. 
Several statistical indicators including minimum, maximum, mean, median, lower and 
upper quartiles (QI and Q3) were used to reclassify output parameters, such as soil erosion, 
sediment yield, and nitrogen and phosphorus export rates (Table 11). 
To analyze the simulation results for the two study watersheds, threshold values of 
water quality parameters were established. For soil erosion, a threshold value 
corresponding to soil tolerance factor (T) of 5 tons/acres/yr was established. Thus, any 
land cell with predicted soil erosion rates exceeding this value was classified as being 
potentially highly erodible. For the remaining water quality variables, the mean values 
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were used as thresholdvalues, since no threshold value exist in the literature. 
As shown in Table 11, for the Lake Icaria watershed, over 65 % of land area had soil 
erosion rate less than T. Total sediment yield in AGNPS is calculated by multiplying the 
sediment yield per acres by cell area. There is a significant difference in the critical source 
area of sediment pollution. Since the phosphorus loss is with the sediment, the amount of 
phosphorus loss will increase when the sediment yield increase. Therefore the Lake Icaria 
watershed has high sediment yield. For the concentration of phosphorus in water, both of 
them area within the threshold value which is 2 ppm. 
Table 12 shows the summary of the STEPWISE procedure in examining the dominant 
factors for soil erosion rates, sediment yield, and nitrogen and phosphorus loss loadings. 
These water quality variables, which exhibit partial R2 greater than or equal to 0.01, were 
selected to be the important factors. For cell erosion, land slope, cropping factor (C), and 
soil.erodibility factor (K) were more important than other factors that influence soil erosion 
(e.g., structural practice factor, slope length factor, etc). As shown in Table 12, only 38% 
of the soil erosion process could be explained by these factors; thus there might be some 
other variables which were not included in the STEPWISE analysis that might influence soil 
erosion process, or some nonlinear relationship might exist in the model. In the analysis 
of results for sediment yield, the total drainage area, the total of soil erosion, land slope, 
soil erodibility (K), and channel indicator, were selected as the main factors. However 
these factors can only explain 21 % of the sediment yield, which indicates more factors are 
needed. It is important to also note that sediment yield response is a nonlinear process and 
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Table 12. Summary of the STEPWISE procedure for cell soil erosion, sediment yield, and 
nitrogen, phosphorus losses. 
Dependent Independent Partial R2 Model R2 
Slope 0.33 0.33 
Soil erosion (t/a) Cropping factor 0.04 0.37 
Soil erodibility 0.01 0.38 
Slope 0.11 0.11 
Channel indicator 0.05 0.16 
Sediment yield (t/a) Soil erodibility 0.03 0.19 
Drainage area 0.01 0.20 
Soil erosion 0.01 0.21 
Fertilizer level 0.67 0.67 
N loss in water (lbs/a) Curve number 0.12 0.79 
Soil texture 0.02 0.81 
N loss concentration Slope length 0.79 0.79 
in water (ppm) Fertilizer level 0.10 0.89 
P loss in sediment (lbs/a) Soil erosion 0.98 0.98 
Fertilizer level 0.15 0.15 
P loss concentration Slope length 0.02 0.17 
in water (ppm) Soil texture 0.10 0.27 
Channel factor 0.01 0.28 
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is predicted in AGNPS using the empirical relationship proposed by Bagnold (1966). 
For nitrogen, the total amount exported in the water soluble phrase is highly related to 
the fertilizer level, curve number, soil texture, and fertilization level. Further, the 
differences in soil characteristics and anfeccedent soil moisture condition used in curve 
number technique can affect the amount of nitrogen in surface runoff. While for the 
nitrogen loss concentration in water soluble, the fertilizer level and slope length show the 
high influences and account for 89 % of the losses. For the amounts of phosphorus 
exported with sediment, only the factors influencing soil erosion were selected by the 
STEPWISE procedure, and collectively they account for 98 % of the phosphorus losses. 
Phosphorus export with water was influenced by the fertilization level, slope length, soil 
texture, and the channel indicator. As predicted by the STEPWISE, these factors an~ 
considered to dominate phosphorus concentrations in water by only 28 %. Phosphorus is 
readily adsorbed to soil particles and its concentration in this phase is highly correlated with 
the clay mineral content of the soil. 
The spatial distribution of soil erosion, sediment yield, and nitrogen and phosphorus 
exports are shown in Figure 24 through Figure 29 for both study watersheds. For the Lake 
learla watershed, the land areas with high soil erosion rates, sediment yield, and 
phosphorus loading (in sediment bound) are located adjacent to the water bodies (lake, 
stream). However, for the Dry Run watershed, the critical areas are situated at south-east 
corner of watershed boundary. For the nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) losses in water, 
most of the critical areas of the Dry Run watershed are located at upland areas with row 
67 
crop production, while in the Lake Icaria watershed, the critical areas follow the main 
drainage pattern instead of land use. 
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SUMl\1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
GIS technology is improving the ability of scientist to utilize and manage large amounts 
spatially distributed data. In water quality modeling, the characteristics of data are always 
changing from loca~ion to location or from time to time. Therefore, collection, storage, 
and manipulation of large volumes of data can be an impediment in the implementation of 
water quality models. By using a GIS, large quantities of model input data can be 
manipulated very efficiently in time. 
For managing pollution problems at a large scale, a framework to manipulate the large 
amounts of model input data is required. GIS can make significant contributions to in this 
application area by solidifying the treatment of spatial variations and manipulating spatial 
distributed ,data for model use. In doing so, detailed model can become more accurate and 
less costly to implement. Although, the inability to handle extensive amount of model 
parameters may limit the use of existing distributed parameter models, the integration with 
GIS can solve the problem. 
The integration of GIS with water quality models is playing an important role in 
designing, modifying, and comparing the results of simulation. A further development of 
user interface is sometimes required in data transformation between GIS and models, and 
will make GIS a more practical bridge between environmental planner, decision maker, and 
the tools for making the necessary management decisions. Not only answering the "what-
if" type of questions, GIS also provides valuable insight imo we spatial ramification of the 
proposed activity. 
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In this study, an interface program was developed to integrate AGNPS model with 
ARC/INFO GIS for manipulation, analysis and display of input/output parameter. The 
interface provides an efficient, less labor intensive, and cost-effective framework for 
identifying critical nonpoint pollution source areas of a watershed for resource allocation. 
Through two example applications involving watersheds of various size , the interface, 
which consisted of "special purpose" computer programs, has provided the capability for 
efficient management of spatial disparate model data. The model output represented by 
GIS can enhanced the impact in decision making process. In general, the interface and 
modeling framework presented in this study can provide natural resource planners an easy-
to-use tool that integrates environmental modeling and GIS for decision-making. 
Visualization and analysis of input and/or output data are important aspects of the 
decision-making process. In this study, a simple statistical analysis, UNIY ARIA TE 
procedure, was conducted to reclassify, compare, or analyze the predicted water quality 
parameters including soil erosion, sediment yield, and nitrogen and phosphorus loadings. 
The STEPWISE statistical procedure was employed to identify the dominant factors 
from the output data for six dependent variables (soil erosion, sediment yield, and nitrogen 
and phosphorus losses). Slope was the important factor in determining soil erosion and 
sediment yield. The fertilization level had significant influence on nitrogen and phosphorus 
losses in water. Furthermore, the phosphorus loading in sediment was highly correlated 
with soil erosion. 
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FUTURE WORK 
GISs are useful tools for solving spatial problems by manipulating large amounts of 
locational data from various sources. However, in water quality modeling, most of data 
required in models are spatial correlated, and require some analysis render then compatible 
with existing models. Therefore, spatial statistical analysis will become an important issue 
in handling the spatial relationship for environmental modeling. 
On the other hand, the image data from remote sensors can also be used in an 
environmental modeling framework. For example, the image data can be obtained by using 
different wavelength, and the gray level will be different based on the characteristics of 
different objects. Therefore, some data can be derived by doing some combination, or 
algebra calculation on these image data. Overall, remotely sensed information can be 
incorporated into current environmental analysis and management. 
The following items require additional research: 
1. Develop protocols for integrating spatial statistics and remotely sensed data 
into existing GIS-based hydrology/water quality modeling systems. 
2. Apply the protocols to simulate the nonpoint source pollution, such as soil 
erosion, sediment transport, and nutrient losses in surface and 
groundwater systems. 
3. Develop simplified pollutant export models within the GIS environment for 
comparison with complex models such as AGNPS and ANSWERS. 
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APPENDIX A: 
PROGRAMOFINTERFACE--PARTI 
FILE CONVERSION 
program coding; 
uses Crt; 
label 10,20; 
const 
outfile_ext==' .tm'; 
type head == record 
var 
set_ ncoIs:string[ 14]; 
nco I : integer; 
set_ nrows:string[ 14J; 
nrow: integer; 
set_x_min:string[ 14]; 
x_min:real; 
set_y _min:string[ 14]; 
y_min:real; 
set_ size:string[ 14]; 
cellsize: integer; 
set nodata:string[ 14]; 
nodata: integer; 
end; 
boundary ,aspect: integer; 
trans: integer; 
cell_no,flowcell_no : integer; 
control JOw ,control_ col:integer; 
in _ file, out_ file:string[20]; 
in _ name,out_ name:string[20]; 
cursor ,count, control: longint; 
t10w ,check,direct_ cell: integer; 
i,j,m,n : integer; 
bound:file of integer; 
81 
code, river ,flowcode,checkriver:tile of integer; 
asp,overasp,checkasp:file of integer; 
procedure input_boundary; (* input_boundary tile *) 
var 
header:head; 
int:text: 
begin 
ClrSer; 
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gotoxy(lOA); 
writeln(, = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =:= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
-------'). 
-- - , 
gotoxy(1O,5); 
writelnC Input the BOUNDARY tile: '); 
gotoxy(10,6); 
writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
-------'). 
-- - , 
gotoxy(10,8); 
writeCEnter the BOUNDARY text file : '): 
readln(in_tile); 
in_name: = in_tile: 
assign(int,in _ name); 
reset(int); 
gotoxy(lO,lO); 
writeCEnter the OUTPUT boundary file name [***.trn] : '); 
readln(out_ file); 
out_name: = out_file + outtile_ext; 
assign(bound,out name); 
rewrite(bound); 
with header do 
begin 
readln(int,set_ncols,ncol); 
readln(int,set_ nrows,nrow); 
readln(int,set_ x _ min,x _min); 
readln(int,set3 _ min,y _min); 
readln(int,set_ size, cellsize); 
readln(int,set_ nodata,nodata); 
gotoxy(10,12); 
writeln('X minimun is : ' .x_min: 15:3); 
gotoxy(lO,13); 
writeln('Y minimun is : • ,Lmin: 15:3); 
gotoxy(10,14); 
writeln('Cell size is: ',cellsize:lO); 
gotoxy(10,15); 
writeln('# row: . ,nrow:5.' # column: ',ncol:S); 
gotoxy(10,16); 
writelnCNo data value is : . ,nodata: 10): 
end; 
repeat 
gotoxy(lO,18); 
writelnCHit space bar to continue ..... '): 
until keypressed: 
m:=header.nrow; 
n: =header.ncol; 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
read(int,boundary); 
if boundary = -9999 then 
begin boundary: =0; 
write(bound, boundary); 
end 
else write(bound,boundary); 
end; 
close(int); 
close(bound) ; 
end; (* end of input boundary tile *) 
procedure translate: (* translate file *) 
label 100; 
type head = record 
var 
set ncols:string[ 14]; 
ncol: integer; 
set_ nrows:string[ 14]; 
nrow:integer; 
set_ x _ min:string[ 14]; 
x_min:real; 
setJ _ min:string[ 14]; 
Lmin:real; 
set size:string[14]; 
cellsize:integer; 
set_ nodata:string[ 14]; 
nodata:integer: 
end; 
header:head; 
trans _real: real; 
k:integer; 
int:text; 
out1:file of integer; 
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out2:tiJe of real; 
begin 
reset(bound); 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(1O,4); 
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writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
======='); 
gotoxy(lO,S); writelnC TRANSLATE file : '); 
gotoxy(lO,6); 
writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = ====='); 
gotoxy(lO,7); writelnC < 1> SCS curve number '); 
gotoxy(1O,8); writelnC < 2 > Average land slope % '); 
gotoxy(1O,9); writeln(' < 3 > Slope shape factor '); 
gotoxy(10, lO);writelnC < 4 > Average slope length '); 
gotoxy(lO,11);writelnC < S > Mannings roughness coeff. '); 
gotoxy(lO, 12);writeln(' < 6 > K factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(lO, 13);writeln(, < 7 > C factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(10, 14);writeln(' < 8> P factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(10, lS);writeln(' < 9 > Surface condition const. '); 
gotoxy(lO, 16);writelnC < 10 > Aspect '); 
gotoxy(42,7); writelnC < 11 > Soil texture '); 
gotoxy(42,8); writelnC < 12> Fertilization level '); 
gotoxy(42,9); writeln(, < 13 > Incorporation factor % '); 
gotoxy(42,1O);writeln(, < 14> Point source indicator '); 
gotoxy(42, 11);writeln(' < IS> Gully source level '); 
gotoxy(42,12);writeln(, < 16> Chemical oxygen demand'); 
gotoxy(42, 13);writeln(' < 17> Impoundment factor '); 
gotoxy(42, 14);writeln(' < 18> Channel indicator'); 
gotoxy(42, lS);writelnC < 19> Flow direction '); 
gotoxy(10, 17);writelnC < 88> Other tile < integer format> '); 
gotoxy(10, 18);writeln(' < 99 > Other file < real format> '); 
gotoxy(1O,19);writeln(, 0= = > Quit '); 
gotoxy(10,20);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(10,22); 
write('Please enter the selection: '); 
readln(k); 
if k=O then goto 100; 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(10,4);writeln(, = = = = = = = = = == = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= == == = = = = = = ='); 
gotoxy(l0,5); 
case k of 
1: writeln(' 
2: writeln(' 
3: writeln(, 
4: writeln(' 
5: writeln(, 
6: writelnC 
7: writeln(, 
8: writelnC 
9: writelnC 
lO:writeln(' 
11 :writelnC 
12:writelnC 
13 :writelnC 
14:writelnC 
15:writelnC 
16:writelnC 
17:writelnC 
18:writelnC 
19:writelnC 
88 :writeln(' 
99:writelnC 
end; 
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Convert SCS CURVE NUMBER < CN > '): 
Convert SLOPE '): 
Convert SLOPE SHAPE '); 
Convert SLOPE LENGTH '): 
Convert MANNING ROUGHNESS COEFF.'); 
Convert K FACTOR '): 
Convert C FACTOR '); 
Convert P FACTOR '); 
Convert SURFACE CONDITION CONST. < SCC > '): 
Convert ASPECT '); 
Convert SOIL TEXTURE '): 
Convert FERTILIZER LEVER < FL > '); 
Convert FERTILIZER INCOROPORA TION < FA> '): 
Convert POINT SOURCE '); 
Convert GULLY SOURCE '); 
Convert CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND < COD> '); 
Convert IMPOUNDMENT FACTOR'): 
Convert CHANNEL INDICATOR '): 
Convert FLOW DIRECTION'); 
Convert other INTEGER FORMAT file '); 
Convert other REAL FORMAT tile'); 
gotoxy(10,6);writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = == == = == == ='); 
gotoxy(l0,8); 
writeCPlease enter the tile name: '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_file: 
assign(int,in _name); 
reset(int) ; 
gotoxy(l0,10); 
writeCPlease give the OUTPUT tile name [***.trn] : '); 
readln(out_file); 
out_name: =out_file+outtile_ext; 
if kin (2,5,6,7,8,9,99] then 
begin 
assign(out2,out_ name); 
rewrite( out2) 
end 
else 
begin 
assign(out 1 ,out_name); 
rewrite(out I): 
end; 
with header do 
begin 
readln(int,set_ ncols,ncol); 
readln(int,set_ nrows,nrow); 
readln(int,set_ x _ min,x _min); 
readln(int,set_y _ min,y _min); 
readln(int,set_ size,cellsize); 
readln(int,set nodata,nodata); 
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gotoxy(10,12); writeln(,X minimun is : ',x_min: 15:3); 
gotoxy(10,13); writeln(,Y minimun is : ',Lmin:15:3); 
gotoxy(10,14); writeln('Celi size is : ',cellsize: 10); 
gotoxy(10,15); writelnC# Row: ',nrow:S: # Columns: ',ncol:5); 
gotoxy(10,16); writelnCNo data value is : ',nodata: 10): 
end; 
repeat 
gotoxy(l0,18); 
writelnCHit space bar to continue ..... '); 
until keypressed; 
m: =header.nrow; 
n: =header.ncol; 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
if kin [2,S,6,7,8,9,99] then 
begin 
read(int,trans _real); 
if k=3 then begin case trunc(trans_real) of 
1: trans_real: =0.5; 
2: transJeal: = 1.6; 
3: trans_real: =3.4; 
4: trans_real: =7.32: 
5: trans_real: = IS. 75; 
6: trans_real: = 33.95; 
7: trans_real: =60.00; 
8: trans_real: = 100; 
-9999: trans real: =0.00: 
end; 
end; 
if trans real = -9999 then trans rea): = 0.00; 
end 
else 
begin 
read(int,trans); 
if trans = -9999 then trans: = 0; 
end; 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l: 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound, cursor); 
read (bound, boundary): 
if boundary < > 0 then 
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if k in [2,5,6,7,8,9.99] then write(out2,trans_real) 
else write( out I, trans) 
else if k in [2,5,6.7,8,9,99] then 
begin 
trans_real: =0.00; 
write(out2.trans _ real) 
end 
else write(outl,boundary); 
end; 
close(int); 
ifk in [2,5,6,7,8,9,99] then close(out2) 
else close(outl); 
c1ose(bound); 
lOO:end; (* end of procedure translate *) 
procedure codeing; (* start coding each cell from upleft to lowright *) 
var 
cell_no: integer; 
begin 
reset (bound) ; 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(lO,4);writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(lO,5);writeln(' CODING each cell : '); 
gotoxy(10,6);writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= ====== = = = = = ='); 
gotoxy(10,8);writeCName the output CODING tile [***.trn] : '); 
readln(out_fiIe); 
out_name: = out_file + outtile_ ext: 
assign(code,ollt_name): 
rewrite(code); 
cell_no: =0; 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l; 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound, cursor): 
read(bound,boundary); 
if boundary = ° then 
write( code, boundary ) 
else 
begin 
cell_no: = cell_no + I; 
write(code,cell_ no); 
end; 
end: 
c1ose(code); 
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end; (* end of procedure coding *) 
procedure check _ tlow _and _aspect_direction; (* search control point and check aspect *) 
label 30,35,40,50,60,65,70,80,90; 
var 
tind _ control,opposit: integer; 
search_cursor: longint; 
check, check _ tlow ,search: integer: 
diff:integer; 
begin 
reset (bound ) ;reset( code); 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(10,4);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(1 0,5); writeln(, SEARCH the control point : '); 
gotoxy(10,6);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = === = = = = = ='); 
gotoxy(10,8);write(' Enter the FLOW DIRECTION tile < **:~ .tm > : '): 
readln(in_tiIe); 
in_name: = in_tile +outtile _ ext: 
assign(river.in· name): 
reset(river); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-I)*n + j-l; 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound,cursor); 
read(bound,boundary); 
if boundary < > ° then 
begin 
seek(river ,0); 
seek(river,cursor): 
read(river,t10w); 
seek(code,O); 
seek(code,cursor); 
read(code,cell_ no); 
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if (i= 1) and (now in [8,1,2]) then goto 35: 
if (i =m) and (t10w in [4,5,6]) then goto 35: 
if 0=1) and (t1ow in [6,7,8]) then goto 35: 
ifO=n) and (t1ow in [2,3,4]) then goto 35: 
case t10w of 
O:count: =0; 
1 :count: = ((i-I)-I)*n + j-I; 
2:count: = ((i-I )-1 )*n + 0 + 1)-1; 
3:count: = (i-l)*n + 0 + 1)-1; 
4:count: = «i + l)-I)*n+ 0 + 1)-1; 
5:count: = ((i + 1 )-l)*n + j-l; 
6:count: = ((i + I )-I)*n + 0-1)- 1: 
7:count: = (i-I )*n + (i-I )-1: 
8:count: = ((i-l)-I)*n + (i-I)-I; 
end; 
if count=O then goto 30: 
if count> m*n then 
if cell_no=O then goto 30 
else 
goto 35; 
seek(bound. 0); 
seekCbound,count): 
read(bound,boundary): 
if boundary = 0 then 
if cell_no=O then goto 30 
else 
goto 35: 
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35:gotoxy(l0.10); writeln(,cursor is . .i:4.j:4): 
gotoxy(lO.II); writelnCOutlet cell # : . ,cell no:6): 
end; 
30:end; 
gotoxy(1O,15); write('Please enter the correct OUTPUT cell no. : '): 
readln(control); 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(lO,4);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '): 
gotoxy( 1 O,5);writel nC CHECK the t10w direction: '); 
gotoxy(10,6);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= == == = = = == = = ='); 
gotoxy(1O,8);write(' Name for river direction checking [***. trn] : '): 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in _t1le+ outfile _ext: 
assign(checkriver,in_ name): 
rewrite( checkriver); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l: 
seek( code, 0); 
seek( code, cursor); 
read(code,find _control); 
if find control = control then 
begin 
control_row: = i; 
control_col:=j; 
goto 50: 
end; 
end; 
50: gotoxy(lO, 10):writeln('Control point at '.control_row: 3 ,control_col:4); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = I to n clo 
begin 
cursor: = (i-I )*n + j-I : 
seek(river,O); 
seek(river, cursor); 
read(river ,tlow); 
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if (i = control_row) AND U=control_col) then 
begin 
write(checkriver ,flow); 
goto 40; 
end; 
case tlow of 
O:count: =0; 
1 :count: = «i-I )-1 )*n + j-l: 
2:count: = «i-I)-I)*n + U + I)-I; 
3:count:=(i-l)*n+U+ I)-I; 
4:count:=«i+ 1)-I)*n+U+ I)-I: 
5:count:=«i+ 1)-I)*n+j-1: 
6:count:=«i+ 1)-I)*n+U-l)-1: 
7:count: = (i-l)*n + U-l)-I: 
8:count: = «i-I )-1 )*n + U-I )-1 
end; 
if count=O then 
begin 
write( checkriver .tlow): 
goto 40 
end; 
seek(river ,0); 
seek(river ,count); 
read(river, check); 
if (i= 1) and (flow in [8,1,2]) then goto 65; 
if (i=m) and (flow in [4,5,6]) then go to 65; 
if 0= 1) and (flow in [6,7,8]) then goto 65: 
if O=n) and (flow in [2,3,4]) then goto 65: 
if check=O then 
begin 
65:check _tlow: = tlow; 
60: diff: =check_tlow-tlow: 
case diff of 
o : check _ tlow: = flow-I; 
-1: check flow: = tlow + 1: 
+ 1: check_tlow:=flow-2; 
-2: check_tlow: =tlow+2: 
+2: check_tlow:=flow-3; 
-3: check tlow:=tlow+3: 
+3: check_t1ow: =tlow-4; 
end; 
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if check_tlow=O then check_tlow: =8: 
if check_tlow > 8 then check_tlow: =check tlow-8: 
case check tlow of 
I :search cursor: = «i-I )-1 )*n + j-I: 
2:search_ cursor: = ((i-I )-l)*n + (j + I)-I; 
3 :search_ cursor: = (i-I )*n + (j + 1 )-1: 
4:search_cursor:=((i+ l)-I)*n+(j+ I)-I; 
5 :search cursor: = ((i + 1)-1 )*n + j-l: 
6:search _cursor: = ((i + 1 )-1 )*n + (j-I )-1: 
7:search _cursor: = (i-I )*n + (j-l )-1; 
8:search cursor: = «i-l )-I)*n + (j-O-I 
end; 
seek(river,O); 
seek(river ,search _cursor): 
read(river ,search): 
if search =0 then goto 60; 
write(checkriver ,check _tlow): 
end 
else 
write( checkriver, tlow); 
40:end; 
ClrSer; 
gotoxy(lO,4);writelnC= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
==== == = = = == =='); 
gotoxy(1O,5);writeln(, Overlay the FLOW and ASPECT files: '): 
g:roxy(I0,6)~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
gotoxy(1O,8);writeC Enter the source ASPECT tile < *** .tm > : '); 
readln(in_ file); 
in_name: = in _file+outfile_ext; 
assign(asp,in_name); 
reset(asp); 
gotoxy(lO,lO);write(' Name the output OVERLAY ASPECT file < *** .trn > : '); 
readln(out_ file); 
out_name: = out_tile + outfile _ext; 
assign(overasp,out_ name); 
rewrite( overasp): 
reset (bound) ; 
for i: = I to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l: 
read(bound .houndary): 
if boundary < > ° then 
begin 
seek( checkriver, 0); 
seek( checkriver ,cursor); 
read(checkriver ,tlow); 
if tlow=O then 
end 
else 
begin 
seek(asp,O): 
seek(asp, cursor): 
read(asp,tlow); 
write(overasp, tlow): 
end 
else 
write(overasp,tlow); 
write( overasp , boundary); 
end; 
ClrScr; 
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gotoxy(lO,4);writein('= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy( 10,5);writelnC Check the ASPECT: '); 
gotoxy(10,6);writein(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = = = === == = = =='); 
gotoxy(lO,8);write(' Name the ASPECT checking tile [***.trn] : '); 
readln(in_ file); 
in_name: = in_file + outfile _ext: 
assign( checkasp, in _ name); 
rewrite( checkasp); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n+ j-l: 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound,cursor); 
read(bound,boundary); 
if boundary < > ° then 
begin 
seek( over asp ,0): 
seek(overasp,cursor): 
read(overasp,tlow); 
if (i = control_row) AND U = control_col) then 
begin 
write(checkasp. tlow): 
goto 80: 
end; 
case flow of 
O:goto 90: 
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1 :count: = «i-l)-1 )*n + j-l: 
2:count:=«i-l)-I)*n+U+ 1)-1: 
3:count:=(i-l)*n+U+ 1)-1: 
4:count: = ((i + 1 )-1 )*n + U + 1)-I: 
5:count:=«i+ l)-I)*n+j-l: 
6:count: = ((i + 1)-I)*n + U-l)- 1: 
7:count: = (i-l )*n + (i-I )-1: 
8:count: = ((i-l)-I)*n + U-l )-1 
end; 
if count> m*n then goto 90: 
if (i = 1) and (tlow in [8,1.2]) then 
begin 
count: = 0: go to 90; 
end: 
if (i=m) and (flow in [4,5,6]) then 
begin 
count: =0; goto 90; 
end: 
if G= 1) and (tlow in [6,7,8]) then 
begin 
count: =0; goto 90; 
end; 
ifG=n) and (flow in [2,3,4]) then 
begin 
count: =0; go to 90; 
end; 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound, count): 
read(bound,check); 
90:if (check=O) or (tlow=O) or (count=O) then 
begin 
if flow=O then flow: =8: 
check_ tlow: = tlow; 
70:diff: = check _ flow-tlow; 
if abs(check_tlow-tlow)> 3 then 
if diff < 0 then 
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ht!gin 
check_tlow: =cht!ck_tlow+ 8: 
diff: =check tlow-tlow: 
end 
else if check tlow> = 8 then 
begin 
check_tlow: =check_tlow-8: 
diff: =check_tlow-tlow: 
end; 
case diff of 
0: check_tlow: =tlow-I; 
-1: check_flow: =tlow+ I: 
1: check_tlow:=tlow-2: 
-2: check_tlow:=tlow+2: 
2: check_flow: =tlow-3: 
-3: check_tlow:=tlow+3: 
3: check _ tlow: = tlow-4: 
end; 
if check_flow < =0 then check_t1ow: =check _tlow + 8: 
if check_flow> 8 then check _ tlow: = check _ tlow-8: 
case check tlow of 
1 :search_ cursor: = ((i-I )-1 )*n + j-l; 
2:search _cursor: = «i-l )-1 )*n + (j + 1 )-1: 
3:search _cursor: = (i-l)*n + (j + 1)-1; 
4:search _cursor: = ((i + 1)-1)*n + (j + 1)-1; 
5:search_ cursor: = ((i + 1 )-1 )*n +j-l: 
6:search _cursor: = «i + 1 )-1 )*n + (j-l )-1: 
7:search_ cursor: = (i-l)*n + (j-1)-I; 
8:search _cursor: = «i-l )-1 )*n + (j-l )-1 
end; 
if search _cursor < 0 then goto 70: 
if(i=l) and (check_tlow in [8.1.2]) then goto 70: 
if (i=m) and (check_flow in [4,5,6]) then goto 70; 
if(j=I) and (check flow in [6,7,8]) then goto 70; 
- . 
if (j =n) and (check_tlow in [2,3,4]) then go to 70; 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound ,search_cursor); 
read (bound. boundary); 
if boundary=O then gote 70: 
seek(overasp.O): 
seek( overasp .sean.:h _ cursor): 
read( overasp,search); 
if search=O then go to 70: 
write(checkasp.check_tlow): 
end 
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else 
end 
else 
begin 
seek(overasp.O); 
seek(overasp,count): 
read(overasp,opposit): 
if Abs(flow-opposit) =4 then 
begin 
iftlow in [1,2,7,8] then 
begin 
flow: = tlow-l: 
if flow=O then tlow: = 8; 
case tlow of 
1 :count: = «i-l)-l)*n + j-l; 
2:count: = «i-I )-1)*n + (j + 1)-1: 
3:count:=(i-l)*n+(j+ 1)-1; 
4:count:=((i+ 1)-I)*n+(j+ 1)-1: 
5:count:=((i+ l)-l)*n+j-l: 
6:count: = CCi + 1 )-1)*n + (j-l )-1: 
7:count: = (i-I )*n + (j-I )-1; 
8:count: = «i-l)-1 )*n + (j-l )-1 
end: 
seek(overasp,O); 
seek(overasp,count): 
read(overasp,opposit); 
if Abs(tlow-opposit) = 4 then 
begin 
flow:=tlow+2; 
if flow> 8 then tlow: = flow-8; 
write(cbeckasp,flow); 
end 
else 
write( checkasp, t1ow); 
end 
else 
end 
else 
write( checkasp,tlow): 
write(checkasp, flow); 
goto 80 
end 
write(checkasp,boundary); 
80:end; 
close(bound); c1ose(river): c1ose(code): 
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c1ose(asp); c1ose(overasp): c1ose(checkasp): c1ose(checkriver): 
end: (* end of search and check *) 
procedure calculate _receiving_cell: 
label 100; 
var 
inti ,int2,int3 ,outl : file of integer: 
begin 
reset(bound); reset( checkasp): reset( code): 
ClrScr; 
aotoxy(lO.4)'wrl'teln('- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --l:) .. , - ------
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(10,5);writeln(, Calculate Receiving Cell '): 
gotoxy(10,6);writeln(, = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
======= = = == = ='): 
gotoxy(10,8);write(, Name the Receiving cell tile < *** ,tm > ' ,), 
readln(out file): 
out_name: = out_tile + outtile_ ext; 
assign(tlowcode,out_ name): 
rewrite(tlowcode); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l: 
if (i =controIJow) and U = control_col) then 
begin 
tlowcell_ no: =9999: 
write(tlowcode, tlowcell_ no); 
goto 100; 
end; 
seek(bound,O); 
seek(bound,cursor); 
read(bound,boundary); 
if boundary < > 0 then 
begin 
seek(checkasp,O): 
seek( checkasp, cursor); 
read(checkasp,aspect): 
case aspect of 
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1 :count: = «i-l )-1 )*n + j-l: 
2:count: = «(i-1)-I)*n + 0 + 1)-1 ; 
3:count:=(i-1)*n+G+ 1)-1: 
4:count: = ((i + 1 )-I)*n + G + 1)-1: 
5:count:=((i+ 1)-I)*n+j-l: 
6:count: = «i + 1)-I)*n + G-1)-I; 
7:count: = (i-l)*n + (i-l)-): 
8:count: = «(i-1 )-1 )*n + 0-1 )-1 
end; 
seek(code,O); 
seek(code,count); 
read(code, tlowcell_ no); 
write(tlowcode,flowcell_ no): 
end 
else 
write(tlowcode,boundary): 
100:end; 
close(tlowcode); 
end; 
procedure write _text_tile: 
label 200; 
var 
title:string[ 100]; 
element: integer; 
k:integer; 
el ement_ real: rea); 
intI :fiIe of integer: 
int2:fiIe of real; 
out: text; 
Jegin 
CIrSer; 
aotoxy(lO 4)"writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = .J , , 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy( 10,5);writelnC output the TEXT tile : '): 
aotoxy(10 6)"writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = J , ., 
= = = = = = = = = = = = ='); 
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gotoxy(lO.7); writelnC < I> SCS curve numher '): 
gotoxy(lO,8); writelnC <2> Average land slope % '); 
gotoxy(lO,9): writeln(, < 3 > Slope shape factor '): 
gotoxy(IO, IO);writelnC < 4 > Average slope length '): 
gotoxy(lO, 11):writelnC < 5 > Mannings roughness coetl. '): 
gotoxy(10, 12);writeln(, < 6 > K factor from USLE '): 
gotoxy(lO, 13);writelnC < 7 > C factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(lO, 14);writeln(' < 8> P factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(10, 15);writeln(, < 9 > Surface condition const. '); 
gotoxy(10,16);writeln(, < 10> Aspect '); 
gotoxy(42,7); writeln(, < 1 I> Soil texture '): 
gotoxy(42,8); writeln(, < 12> Fertilization level '); 
gotoxy(42,9); writeln(, < 13> Incorporation factor % '); 
gotoxy(42,1O);writeln('< 14> Point source indicator '): 
gotoxy(42, 1l);writeln(' < 15> Gully source level '); 
gotoxy(42, 12);writeln(' < 16> Chemical oxygen demand'); 
gotoxy(42, 13);writeln(' < 17> Impoundment factor '); 
gotoxy(42,14);writelnC< 18> Channel indicator'): 
gotoxy(42, 15);writeln(' < 19> Flow direction'); 
gotoxy(lO, 17);writelnC < 88 > Other tile < integer format> '): 
gotoxy( 1 0, 18);writeln(' < 99 > Other tile < real format> '): 
gotoxy(10,19);writelnC 0= = > Quit '): 
gotoxy(l0,20);writelnC = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= = ==== = = = = = ='); 
gotoxy(IO,22); 
write(,Please enter the selection: '); 
readln(k); 
if k=O then goto 200; 
ClrSer; 
crotoxy(10 4)'writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = := = = := = = = = = = == J , , 
= = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(10,5); 
case k of 
1: writelnC 
2: writeln(, 
3: writelnC 
4: writelnC 
5: writeln(, 
6: writelnC 
7: writelnC 
8: writelnC 
9: writeln(, 
10: writeln(' 
11 :writelnC 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output : 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
Text Output: 
SCS CURVE NUMBER < CN > '); 
SLOPE '); 
SLOPE SHAPE '); 
SLOPE LENGTH '); 
MANNING ROUGHNESS COEFF. '); 
K FACTOR '): 
C FACTOR '): 
P FACTOR '): 
SURFACE CONDITION CONST. < SCC > '); 
ASPECT '); 
SOIL TEXTURE '); 
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12:writeln(, 
13:writeln{' 
14:writelnC 
15:writeln(, 
16:writeln(' 
17:writeln(, 
18:writeln(, 
19:writeln(, 
88:writeln(' 
99:writelnC 
end; 
Text Output: FERTILIZER LEVER < FL > '): 
Text Output: FERTILIZER INCOROPORATION < FA> '): 
Text Output: POINT SOURCE '): 
Text Output: GULLY SOURCE '); 
Text Output: CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND < COD> '): 
Text Output: IMPOUNDMENT FACTOR'): 
Text Output: CHANNEL INDICATOR '): 
Text Output: FLOW DIRECTION'); 
Text Output: other INTEGER FORMAT tile '); 
Text Output: other REAL FORMAT file'): 
gotoxy(lO,6);writeln(' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= ==== ==== = = ='); 
gotoxy(1O,8); 
write('Please enter the file name [***.trnJ: '); 
readln(in_tlle); 
in_name: = in_tile + outtile_ext; 
if k in [2,5,6,7,8,9,99] then 
begin 
assign(int2,in name); 
reset(int2) 
end 
else 
begin 
assign(intl ,in_name); 
reset(intl ); 
end; 
gotoxy(10,lO);write(' Name the output TEXT file [*** .dat] : '): 
readln(out_tlle); 
out_name: =out_file+ '.dat'; 
assign(out,out_ name); 
rewrite(out); 
gotoxy(lO, 12);write(,Title of the TEXT file: '); 
readln(title); 
writeln(out,title); 
for i: = 1 to m do 
begin 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
if k in [2,5,6,7,8,9,991 then 
begin 
read(int2 .element _real): 
write(out,element_real:4: I) 
end 
else 
begin 
read(intl,element); 
write(out,element:4 ): 
end 
end; 
writeln( out); 
end; 
if k in [2,5,6,7,8,9,99] then close (int2) 
else close(int 1); 
c1ose(out); 
200:end; 
procedure write_ascii Jormat: 
label 300; 
const nodata _value = -9999; 
var 
header:head; 
k:byte; 
arc_integer: integer; 
arcJea1:real; 
intI : file of integer; 
int2:file of real; 
out:text; 
begin 
ClrScr; 
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gotoxy(10,4);writelnC = = = = == == == == == == == == == == == == = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = 
= == = == == = = = = = == = = '); 
gotoxy(l0,5);writelnC Output the ARC/INFO ASCII text tile '); 
gotoxy(lO,6);writeln(' = = == == == = = = = = == == = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == == = 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = '); 
gotoxy(lO,8);writelnC 1 = = > Transform a tile of integer '); 
gotoxy(1O,9);writelnC 2= == > Transform a tile of real '): 
gotoxy(lO,lO);writeln(' 0= = > quit '): 
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gotoxy(lO, 12):writeCPlease enter the .selection: '): 
readln(k); 
if k=O then goto 300: 
gotoxy(IO, 14);writeCPlease enter the tile name [***.trnj : '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_tile+outtile_ext: 
if k= I then 
begin 
assign (intI,in_name); 
reset(intl); 
end; 
if k=2 then 
begin 
assign (int2,in_name); 
reset(int2); 
end: 
gotoxy(l0,16);write(' Name the output tile [***.datJ : '); 
readln(in _ file); 
in_name: =in_tile+ '.dal'; 
assign(out,in _name); 
rewrite(out); 
with header do 
begin 
writeln(out,set_ neols,ncol); 
writeln(out,set_nrows,nrow); 
writeln(out,set_ x _ min,x _ min); 
writeln( out, set _y _ min, y _ min); 
writ~ln( out, set_ size, eellsize); 
writeln(out,set_ nodata,nodata); 
end; 
gotoxy(10,18);write(,Please enter the Boundary tile name [***.trn] : '): 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_file+outfile_ext: 
assign(bound,in _name); 
reset(bound) ; 
gotoxy(IO,20);write(,Please enter # _row, # _column: '): 
readln(m,n); 
cursor: =0; 
for i: = 1 to m do 
begin 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-I )*n + j-I : 
seek(bouncl,O); 
seek(bound, cursor); 
read(bound,boundary); 
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if boundary=O then writeln(out,nodata_ value:6): 
if boundary < > ° then 
case k of 
1 :begin seek(intl ,0); 
end; 
seek(int 1 ,cursor); 
read(int 1 ,arc integer); 
write(out,arc _imeger:6); 
2:begin seek(int2,0); 
seek(int2, cursor); 
read(int2,arc _ real); 
write(out,arc _ real :6:2); 
end; 
end: 
end; 
writeln(out); 
end; 
close(bound);close(out); 
case k of 
1 :close(int1); 
2:close(int2); 
end; 
300:end; 
begin (*main*) 
lO: CIrScr; 
goroxy(10,4); 
writeln(,**********************************************************'); 
*'); 
goroxy(lO,5); writeln(,* *'); 
goroxy(10,6); writeln(,* 1 = = > Input BOUNDARY tile *'): 
goroxy(10,7); writeln(,* 2 = = > Translate from ARCIINFO text to :~**.trn file. ~:'): 
gotoxy(lO,8); writeln(,* for example: aspect,tlow,cover..... *'); 
gotoxy(lO,9); writeln(,* 3 = = > Coding each cell from upperJeft to lowerright *'); 
gotoxy(10,lO);writeln('* 4= = > Search Outlet CELL & Check FLOW DIRECTION 
gotoxy(l0,11);writeln(,* 5 = = > Calculate receiving cell *'); 
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gotoxy(l0,12);writeln(,* 6= = > Output the TEXT fik 
gotoxy(l0,13);writeln(,* 7 = = > Output the ARC/INFO ASCII text tile 
gotoxy(1O,14);writeln(,* 0= = > End of the procedure 
gotoxy(10.15);writeln('* *'): 
":') : 
*'): 
*'): 
gotoxy( 1 0,16); writel n(' ** '* '*'" *"' *"'''' * '" '" "':I: '" '" '" * * '" *'" '"* ** '" '" * *;1: * * '" '" * * '" * '" '" '" :!, * * '":!: :i: :!::!: :1: '" '" ** **'): 
gotoxy(lO, 18);writeCPlease enter selection: '); 
readln(i); 
case i of 
1 : input_boundary; 
2:translate; 
3:codeing; 
4:check _flow_and _aspect_direction: 
5:calculate _receiving_cell; 
6:write _ text_file; 
7:write _ascii_format; 
O:goto 20; 
end: 
goto 10; 
20:end. 
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APPENDIX B: 
PROGRAM OF INTERFACE -- PART II 
ARC/INFO TO AGNPS 
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uses Crt; 
canst division = '000'; 
duration = 24.0; 
storm_type = '1'; 
format =2; 
var 
area, rainfall, r Jndex: real: 
bound,code,receive,aspect,soiltext:file of integer; 
curve,shape,slp Jen,slp Jen _tran:file of integer; 
fert_Ievel,fert_avail:tile of integer; 
point_source,gullLsource,cod,impound:file of integer; 
channel_idx:file of integer; 
k_factor,c_factor,p_factor.slope:tile of real; 
surface _ condition,manning:tile of real; 
value _soiltext, value _ scs, value_shape, value_sip _Ien:integer: 
value _ fl, value_fa, valueyoint_ source, value_cod: integer; 
value_gully_source, value_impound, value _ channel_idx: integer; 
value _ k, value _ c, value y, value _slope:real; 
value_surface _condition, value _ manning:real; 
write_cell_code, write_receive _cell , write_aspect: integer; 
write _ soiltext, write _scs, write_shape, write_sip Jen: integer; 
write _ t1 , write_fa, write yoint_ source, write_cod: integer; 
write_gully_source, write_impound, write _ channel_idx: integer; 
write _ k, write _ c, write y , write_slope: real; 
write_surface _ condition, write _ manning:real: 
answer _ soiltext,answer _ curve, answer _ shape,answer _sip Jen: char; 
answer _ fl,answer_fa,answer yoint_source,answer _ cod:char; 
answer_gull y _ source, answer _ impound: char; 
answer _ k,answer y,answer _ scs:char; 
answer_surface _ condition,answer _ manning:char: 
boundary ,celJcode, receive_cell: integer: 
unitcode,cell_ nO,trans: integer; 
in_ name,in _ file : string[20]: 
out_ name,out_file:string[201; 
watershed:string[301; 
description:string[301; 
i.j,m,n :integer; 
cursor:longint; 
agnps _ out:text; 
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begin (* main *) 
ClrScr; 
gotox y( 1 0,4 );writel nC *** ***** ***** ** * * ****** * * * *** * * * * *** ** ** * ** * * * *:~ *:;::;: * * * * * * ** ** '); 
'); 
gotoxy(1O,5);wriceln(,The program is designed to transform GIS text tile, which is '); 
gotoxy(1O,6);writeln(,generated by ARCIINFO GRIDASCII command, to a AGNPS standard 
gotoxy(1O,7);writeln('input tile. '); 
gotoxy(10,8);writeln('*************************************************************'); 
gotoxy(lO,lO);writeln(,The following tiles are required: '); 
gotoxy(12, 11);writelnC 1 == = > Boundary'); 
gotoxy(12,12);writelnC2== = > Coding cell number '); 
gotoxy(12, 13);writeln(,3 == = > Receiving cell number '); 
gotoxy(40,10);writelnC4= = > Land Slope % '); 
gotoxy(40, 11);writeln(,6= = > Croping Factor (C) '); 
gotoxy(40,12);writeln(,7== = > Aspect '); 
gotoxy(40, 13);writeln('8 = = > Channel Indicator '); 
gotoxy(10, 15);writelnCThe following tiles are optional < file/number> '); 
gotoxy(12,16);writeln(, 1 = = > K Factor from USLE '); 
gotoxy(l2,17);writelnC 2= = > Soil Texture '); 
gotoxy(12, 18);writelnC 3 = = > SCS Curve Number '); 
gotoxy(12, 19);writeln(, 4= = > Slope Shape Factor '); 
gotoxy(12,20);writeln(' 5 = = > Slope Length '); 
gotoxy(12,21);writeln(, 6= = > Manning Coefticient '); 
gotoxy(12,22);writeln(, 7= = > Practice Factor (P) '); 
gotoxy(40,16);writelnC 8= = > Surface Condition Const. '); 
gotoxy(40,17);writeln(' 9= = > Fertilization Level < FL > '); 
gotoxy(40, 18);writelnC 10= = > Incorporation Factor < FA> '); 
gotoxy(40, 19);writeln('l1 = = > Point Source Indicatior '); 
gotoxy(40,20);writelnC 12= = > Gully Source Level '); 
gotoxy(40,21);writeln(, 13= = > Chemical Oxygen Demand < COD> '); 
gotoxy(40,22);writeln(, 14= = > Impoundment Factor '); 
repeat 
gotoxy(l0,24); 
writeln(, Hit enter to continue .... .'); 
until keypressed; 
readln; 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(1 0,4); writelnC INPUT THE REQUIRED GIS FILES '); 
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gotoxy( 10,6); write) n(' ********'r.****,"***,r.*,r.**'":I::I: *'1: ,":K '" :"'"* ** *:1: ***'1"1: 'K 'i: '":1::1: "':1:'): 
gotoxy(l0,7);write(' Enter the BOUNDARY tile [***.trnJ : '): 
readln(in _ tile): 
in_name: = in_tile + ' .trn': 
assign (bound , in_name); 
reset(bound); 
gotoxy(l0,9);writeC Enter the CODING CELL tile [***.trn1 : '); 
readln(in_ file); 
in_name: = in_file + ' .tm'; 
assign( code, in_name); 
reset(eode); 
gotoxy(lO,ll);write(' Enter the RECEIVING CELL file [***.trnJ : '): 
readln(in file); 
in_name: = in_file + ' . tm'; 
assign(reeeive,in _name); 
reset(reeeive); 
gotoxy(10,13);write(' Enter the LAND SLOPE tile [:l<:t:*.trnJ : '); 
readln(in_tile); 
in_name: = in_tile + ' .tm'; 
assign(slope,in _ name); 
reset(slope); 
gotoxy(10,15);write(' Enter the C factor tile [***.tmJ : '); 
readln(in _tile); 
in_name: = in_file + ' .tm'; 
assignee _ factor ,in_name): 
reset(e_faetor); 
gotoxy(1O,17);write(' Enter the ASPECT file [***.tm] : '); 
readln(in_fiIe); 
in_name: = in _ file + ' .tm'; 
assign(aspeet,in name); 
reset(aspect) ; 
gotoxy(10,19);write(' Enter the Channel Indicator file [***.trn] : '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_tile + ' .tm'; 
assign(channel_ idx,in _name); 
reset(channeIJdx); 
ClrSer; 
gotoxy(1O,4);writeln(, INPUT THE OPTIONAL GIS FILES '); 
gotoxy( 1 0,6); writel nC * ** *'" "'** * * * ** * * ** * * * '" ** * * ** * * * * * * ** * ** "'''' *"'''' * * '" * * *'); 
gotoxy(1O,7);writeC Do you have a K factor tile? < yin> : '); 
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readln(answer _ k): 
if answer_k= 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,8);write(' Enter the tile name [***.trn] '): 
readln(in _tile); 
in_name: =in_tile+' ,tm'; 
assign(k _factor , in_name): 
reset(k _factor); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(1O,8);write(, Please input the K factor: '); 
readln(value _ k); 
end; 
gotoxy( 1 0,10); writelnC *** **** ** *** ** * ****** *** ******** ** ** * *** * * *** * **'); 
gotoxy(10,1l);write(' Do you have a P factor tile? < yin> : '): 
readln(answer y); 
if answery='y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,12);writeC Please enter the file name [*** .tm] '): 
readln(in tile): 
in name:=in file+'.tm': 
- -
assign(p _ factor,in _ name): 
reset(p _factor); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(1O,12);writeC Please input the P Factor: '); 
readln(value jJ); 
end; 
gatax y( 10,14); writelnC **** * *** * *** ** * * * * * ****** * * * * * * ***** *** ** ** * ** *'); 
gatoxy(10,15);write(' Do you have a Soil Texture file? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _ soiltext); 
if answer_soiltext= 'y' then 
begin 
gatoxy(1O,16);writeC Enter the tile name [***.trn) '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_file + '. tm'; 
assign(soiltext.in _ name): 
reset(soiltext); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(1O,16);write(' Enter the Soil Texture Code: '); 
readln(value _soiltext); 
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end; 
gotoxy( 10, 18);writeln(' *:1::1:****:1:* ***:1:*** **********:1:* :1:****************:1: *'): 
gotoxy( 10, 19);write(' Do you have a SCS curve numher tile? < yin> : '): 
readln(answer _scs); 
if answer_ses== 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,20);writeC Please enter the file name [***.trn] '); 
readln(in _tile); 
in_name: == in_ tile+' .trn': 
assign(eurve, in name); 
reset(eurve); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,20):write(, Please input the SCS curve number: '): 
readln(value _ses): 
end; 
gotox y( 1 0,22); writelnC ** *:1: * :1:*:1: *:1::1::1: *:1::1: *:1::1: * * ** ** * *:1::1::1::1::1: * *:1: * *:1::1::1::1::1: *:!< **:!: :!:'): 
gotoxy(1O,23);write(, Do you have a Slope Shape tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _shape); 
if answer_shape== 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(l0,24);writeC Please enter the tile name [***.trn] '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: == in_tile+' .trn': 
assign(shape,in _name); 
reset(shape); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,24);writeC Please input the Slope Shape: '); 
readln(value shape); 
end; 
ClrSer; 
gotox y( 1 0,4); writel nC *** *** ** * ** ** * * * ** * * *** ** * * * *:1: *:1: * * * * * * * *:~ * * * * ** *'); 
gotoxy(1O,5);writeC Do you have a Slope Length tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _sip _len); 
if answer_slpJen=='y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,6);writeC Please enter the file name [***.trn] '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_file + '.trn': 
assign(slp len,in_name): 
reset(slp _len); 
end 
else 
begin 
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gotoxy(J0,6);write(' Please input the Slope Length '): 
readln(value _sip _len): 
end; 
gotox y( 1 0, 8); writel nC *'" ** ** ****'" "'** * "'''' '" ***"'* **"'* ** * * * * * '" * ** '" * * * * * '" * *:t:'): 
gotoxy(lO,9);write(' Do you have a Manning Coefticient tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer manning); 
if answer_manning = 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(lO,lO);write(' Please enter the file name [*** .trn] : '); 
readln(in_tile); 
in_name: = in_file + ' .trn'; 
assign(manning, in _ name); 
reset(manning); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(l 0,1 O);write(' Please input the Manning Coefticient : '): 
readln(value _manning); 
end; 
gotoxy( 1 0,12) ;writelnC ****** ***** ******** ****"'* '" *"'* ** * *** *** * ******:;::;: * '); 
gotoxy(lO,13);write(' Do you have a Surface Condition Constant file? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _surface_condition); 
if answer_surface_condition='y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(1O,14);write(' Please enter the file name [***.trn] : '); 
readln(in _file); 
in name:=in file+'.trn': 
assign(surface _ condition, in _name); 
reset(surface _condition); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,14);write{' Please input the Surface Condition Constant: '); 
readln(value _surface_condition); 
end; 
gotoxy( 1 0, 16); writel nC "'''':t:'''''' * '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" * * * "':;: *'" *'" "'* * ** '" "'''' '" '" '" '" * '" ** '" :~*'" "':~:~'); 
gotoxy(lO,17);write(' Do you have a Fertilization Level file? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _11); 
if answer_tl='y' then 
begin 
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gotoxy(1O,18);writeC Please enter the tile name r:I::J::!:.trnJ : '): 
readln(in_tile); 
in_name: = in _tile+' .trn'; 
assign(fert_level,in_name); 
reset(fert_level); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,18);writeC Please input the Fertilization Level '); 
readln(value _ tl); 
end; 
gotoxy(10,20);writeln('***********************************************'); 
gotoxy(10,21);writeC Do you have a Fertilizer Incorporation factor tile? < yIn> 
readln(answer _fa); 
if answer_fa = 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,22);write(' Please enter the tile name 1*** .tm) '); 
readln(in_tile); 
in_name: = in_tile+' .tm': 
assign(fert_ avail,in_ name); 
reset(fert_ avail); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(lO,22);write(' Please input the Fertilizer Incorporation factor: '): 
readln(value _fa); 
end; 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy( 10,4 );writeln(' ***************** ************ *** ** *** ********* **'); 
gotoxy(10,5);write(' Do you have a Point Source Indicator tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer --'point_source); 
if answer--.p0int_source= 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,6);writeC Please enter the tile name [***.tm) '); 
readln(in_ tile); 
in_name: = in_tile+' .trn'; 
assign(point_source,in_name): 
reset(point_ source); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,6);write(' Please input the Point Source Indicator: '); 
readln(value....p0int_source); 
end; 
. ,). 
. , 
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gotox y( 1 0, 8); writel n(' **** ***"'** *** '" * *:\: * * '" '" *** ** '" *:~:~ *:): ** * ** :!::): '" :1: "':r. :1: "':): ,r.:):'); 
gotoxy(10,9);write(' Do you have a Gully Source Level tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _gull y _source): 
if answer_gully_source='y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(lO,lO);writeC Please enter the tile name [***.tm] '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_file+' .tm'; 
assign(gully _source,in _ name); 
reset(guIlLsource); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(lO,lO);writeC Please input the Gully Source Level: '); 
readln(value _gully _source); 
end; 
gotoxy( 1 0, 12);writelnC **"'******************************************"'* '); 
gotoxy(10,13);writeC Do you have a Chemical Oxygen Demand tile? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _cod); 
if answer_cod = 'y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(1O,14);writeC Please enter the tile name [***.tm] '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_tile + '.tm'; 
assign(cod,in_name); 
reset(cod); 
end 
else 
begin 
gatoxy(1O,14);writeC Please input the Chemical Oxygen Demand: '); 
readln(value _cod); 
end; 
gotax y( 1 0,16); writelnC ** ***** ** ** ** '" ** * *** ** * * ***** * * * ** **** * '" * *** '" * *'); 
gotoxy(10,17);writeC Do you have a Impoundment factor file? < yin> : '); 
readln(answer _ impound); 
if answer_impound='y' then 
begin 
gotoxy(10,18);writeC Please enter the file name [*** .tm] : '); 
readln(in _file); 
in_name: = in_tile+' .tm '; 
assign(impound, in_name): 
reset(impound); 
end 
else 
begin 
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gotoxy(lO,18):write(' Please input the Impoundment Factor: '): 
readln(value _impound): 
end; 
ClrSer; 
gotoxy(10,4);writeln(' == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == 
== ==== ======== ==== == == =='); 
gotoxy(lO,5);writeln(' UNIT system '): 
gotoxy(lO,6);writeln(' == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == = 
== == == == == == == == == == == =='); 
gotoxy( 1 O,8);writeln(' 
gotoxy(10,9);writeln(' 
I, MKS unit system < Metric> 
2. CGS unit system < English> 
'): 
') : 
gotoxy(lO, ll);writein(, == == == == == = = == == == = == == == == = == == = == = == == == == = = == == == == = == == == 
== == == == ==== == ==== ======'); 
gotoxy(lO,13);writeC Please choose the unit system: '); 
readln(unitcode): 
ClrSer; 
gotoxy(lO,4):writeln(' == == = = = == == == == = = = = = == = == = == == == == = == == = == = = = = = = = = 
== == ====== == == == == ==== =='): 
gotoxy( lO,S);writelnC AGNPS standard data tIle: ') : 
gotoxy(lO,6);writeln(' == == == = == == = = = = == == == == = = == = == == == == == == = = = = = == == == == == = 
== == ======== ==== == = = ='); 
gotoxy(1O,8);writeCEnter the output AGNPS tIle name < *** .dat > : '); 
readln(out_file); 
out_name: == out_tIle + ' .dat'; 
assign(agnps _ out,out_ name); 
rewrite(agnps _out); 
gotoxy(lO, 12);writelnC == = == = == == == = == == == = = == == = == == = == == == == == = = == == == == == == == == == 
== == == == == == == == == == == == '); 
gotoxy(lO,13);writelnC Watershed Data Input '): 
gotoxy(lO,14);writeln(, == == == == == == == == = == == == == == = = == == == == = == == == == == = == == == == == == == == 
== == == == == == == == == == == == '); 
gotoxy(lO, lS);writeCEnter the Watershed Name: '): 
readln(watershed); 
gotoxy(lO, 16);writeCEnter the description: '): 
readln(deseription); 
gotoxy(lO, 17);write(' Area of eaeh cell < acres/m A 2 >: '): 
readln(area): 
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gotoxy(l0,18);writeCNumber of total cells: '); 
readln(cell_ no); 
gotoxy(l 0, 19);write(,Precipitation < inch/mm > : '): 
readln(rainfall); 
gotoxY(l0,20);writeCR_index : '): 
readln(r _index); 
writeln(agnps _out, watershed); 
if unitcode= 1 then 
begin 
area: = area/4046. 85; 
rainfall: = rainfaIl/25.4; 
r_index: =r_index/1.7389: 
end; 
writeln(agnps_out,area:4: l,cell_no:4,rainfall:6: I,r_index:6: I. 
, ',format: 1,' ',duration:4: 1 ,division,' ',description:30); 
gotoxy(lO,22);writeCHow many row, column in GIS TEXT file : '); 
readln(m,n); 
if unitcode= 1 then 
begin 
if answer_slpJen= 'y' then 
for i: = 1 to m do 
else 
for j: = I to n do 
begin 
ClrScr; 
gotoxy(1O,4);writelnCThe Slope Length file is MKS unit system, and need to be '); 
gotoxy(IO,5);writeln('translated to CGS unit system. '); 
gotoxy(lO,6);writeCPlease give the name for translated slope length tile: '); 
readln(in_ file); 
in_name: = in_tile + '.tm'; 
assign(slp Jen _tran,in _name); 
rewrite(slp len tran); 
cursor: = (i-I )*n + i-I; 
seek(slp _ien,O); 
seek(slp Jen,cursor); 
read(slp len,trans); 
trans: = trunc( trans/O. 3048); 
write(slp Jen _tran.trans): 
end 
value _sip _len: =trunc(value _slp_len/O.3048); 
end; 
for i:=l to m UO 
for j: = I to n do 
begin 
read(bound,boundary): 
if boundary = I then 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l)*n + j-l; 
seek(code,O); 
seek(code,cursor); 
read(code. write_cell_code): 
seek(receive,O); 
seek(receive,cursor): 
read(receive, write _receive_cell): 
seek(slope,O); 
seek(slope, cursor): 
read(slope, write_slope); 
seek( c _factor. 0): 
seek(c _factor,cursor): 
read(c Jactor, write_c); 
seek(aspect,O); 
seek(aspect,cursor); 
read(aspect, write_aspect): 
seek(channeUdx,O); 
seek(channel_idx,cursor); 
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read( channel_ idx, write _ channel_ idx); 
if answer_k= 'y' then 
begin 
seek(k_ factor, 0): 
seek(k _ factor,cursor): 
read(k _factor, write _ k); 
end 
else 
write _ k: = value _ k; 
if answer_soiltext= 'y' then 
begin 
seek(soiltext,O); 
seek(soiltext,cursor); 
read(soiltext, write _ soiltext): 
end 
else 
write _ soil text: = value_soil text: 
if answer_scs='y' then 
begin 
seek(curve,O); 
seek( curve, cursor); 
read(curve, write _scs); 
end 
else 
write_scs: =value_scs; 
if answer _shape= 'y' then 
begin 
seek(shape,O); 
seek(shape,cursor); 
read(shape, write_shape): 
end 
else 
write_shape: = value_shape; 
if answer_slp_len='y' then 
if unitcode = 1 then 
begin 
seek(slp Jen_tran,O); 
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seek(slp _Ien_ tran,cursor); 
read(slp_Ien_tran, write_sip _len): 
end 
else 
begin 
seek(slp _len,O); 
seek(slp len,cursor); 
read(slp Jen, write_sip _len); 
end 
else 
write _slpJen: =value _sIp _len: 
if answer_tl='y' then 
begin 
seek(ferUeveI.O); 
seek(ferUevel,cursor); 
read(ferUevel, write _tl): 
end 
else 
write tl: =value tl: 
if answer_fa='y' then 
begin 
seek(fert_avaiLO): 
seek(fert_ avail ,cursor): 
read (fert_ avail , write_fa); 
end 
else 
write fa: = value fa: 
if answer~oint_source= 'y' then 
begin 
seek(point_ source. 0); 
seek(point source. cursor): 
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read(point_ source. write yoint_ source); 
end 
else 
write yoint_source: = value yoint_source: 
if answer _gully _source='y' then 
begin 
seek(gull y _ source,O); 
seek(gully _ source.cursor); 
read(gull y _ source. write_gull y _source): 
end 
else 
write_gully_source: =value _gully _source: 
if answer_cod='y' then 
begin 
seek(cod,O); 
seek(cod,cursor): 
read(cod, write_cod): 
end 
else 
write cod: =value cod: 
if answer_impound = 'y' then 
begin 
seekCimpound, 0): 
seekCimpound,cursor); 
read (impound, write_impound): 
end 
else 
write_impound: =value_impound: 
if answer_manning='y' then 
begin 
seek(manning.O): 
seek(manning.cursor): 
read(manning. write_manning): 
end 
else 
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write_manning: =value_ manning: 
if answery='y' then 
begin 
seek(p factor.O): 
seek(p factor ,cursor); 
read(p _ factor, write y); 
end 
else 
writey: =valuey: 
if answer_surface _condition = 'y' then 
begin 
seek(surface _ condition.O): 
seek(surface _ condition. cursor) : 
read(surface _condition, write_surface _condition); 
end 
else 
write_surface _condition: = value _surface_condition: 
writeln(agnps _out. write _ cel\ _ code:4,division, 
write_receive _ cell :4,division, write _ aspect:2. 
write scs:4. 
end: 
end; 
write _slope:5: 1, write _shape:2, write_sip _len:4, 
write _manning:5:3, write _k:4:2, write _ c:4:2, 
write y:5:2, write_surface _ condition:4:2, 
write_soiltext:2. write_fl:2. write_fa:4, 
write yoint_source:2. write _gul\y _source:4, 
write_ cod:4. write_impound :3. write_channel _idx:2): 
close(bound); cl osee code); close(recei ve): cl ose(aspect); 
close(c _factor);cIose(channel_idx);close(agnps _out); 
if answer_k= 'y' then c\ose(k_factor): 
if answer_soiltext= 'y' then close(soiltext): 
if answer_curve= 'y' then c\ose(curve); 
if answer_shape= 'y' then c1ose(shape); 
if answer_slp_len= 'y' then close(slp_len): 
end. 
if answer _tl = 'y' then close(fert_level): 
if answer_fa = 'y' then c!ose(fert_avail): 
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if answer---.p0int_source= 'y' then close (point_source): 
if answer_gully_source='y' then dose (gully_source): 
if answer_cod = 'y' then c!ose(cod): 
if answer_impound='y' then c!ose(impouml): 
if answer_manning = 'y' then c!ose(manning): 
if answer---'p= 'y' then c1ose(p_factor): 
if answer _surface_condition = 'y' then close(surface _condition): 
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APPENDIX C: 
PROGRAM OF INTERFACE -- PART III 
AGNPS TO ARCIINFO 
uses Crt; 
const 
outfile _ext = ' . tm'; 
label 10,20; 
type soil_string = record 
cell_number: string [4]; 
extend: string[ 4]; 
drain _area:string[5]; 
ru no ff_ volume:string[7]: 
up runoff:string[7]; 
up -yeak:string[6]: 
down_runoff: string[7]; 
down -yeak:string[6]; 
above_runoff: string[ 6]; 
cell erosion:string[7]; 
above_sed: string[7]; 
within sed:string[7]; 
sed_yield:string[7] ; 
sed _deposit:string[6]; 
end; 
nutrient_string = record 
cell_ number:string[ 4]; 
extend :string[ 4]; 
drain _area:string[5]; 
n Joss_sed _ within:string[7]; 
n Joss_sed _ outlet:string[7]; 
n _loss_water _ within:string[7]; 
n _loss_water _ outlet:string[7J; 
n Joss_water _ concen:string[6J; 
p _loss _sed _ within:string[7]; 
p _loss_sed _ outlet:string[7]; 
p loss water within:string[7]; 
- - -
P _loss _water _ outlet:string[7]; 
p Joss_water _ concen:string[ 6]; 
cod _water _ within:string[7]; 
cod _water _ outlet:string[7]: 
cod _water _ concen:string[ 6]: 
end; 
soil header = record 
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var 
cell_ number: integer: 
extend: integer: 
drain_area: integer; 
ru no ft'-volume:real: 
upJunoff:real; 
up yeak: integer: 
down runoff:real: 
down yeak: integer; 
above _ runoff:reaI: 
cell _eros ion: real: 
above_sed:rea!: 
within _sed:real: 
sed_yield:real: 
sed_deposit: integer; 
end; 
nutrient header = record 
cell_ number: integer: 
extend: integer; 
drain _ area:integer; 
n _loss_sed _ within:real: 
n loss sed outlet:real: 
- - -
n Joss _water_within: real: 
nJoss_ water _ outlet:real; 
n Joss _water _ concen: integer: 
p Joss _sed _ within:real; 
p Joss_sed _outlet: real: 
p Joss_water _ within:real: 
p Joss _water _ outlet:real: 
p _loss_water _ coneen: integer; 
eod_ water_ within:real; 
cod water outlet:real: 
- -
eod _water _ concen:integer: 
end; 
in _ name,out name:string[20J: 
ag_gis,soil_loss ,nutrienUoss:string[20]; 
watershed_cod :string[20]; 
header:string[50] ; 
code: integer; 
part, cursor: integer; 
total_no: integer; 
i,j:integer; 
m.n:integer: 
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soil_head:soil_ string: 
nutrient_head: nutrit!nt_ string: 
soil :soil_ header; 
nutrient:nutrient header: 
value_integer: integer: 
value_real :real: 
int_agnps:text; 
cellcode:file of integer; 
out_ soilloss,out_ nutrient:text: 
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out_ soilloss _item 1 ,out_nutrient_item 1 :tiJe of integer: 
out_soilloss_item2,out_ nutrient_item2:file of real: 
label 100,101: 
var item:integer; 
n _row,n _col: integer; 
i,j: integer; 
out_file: string[20]; 
m,n:integer; 
begin 
lao: ClrSer; 
gotox y( 10.4); writeln(, * * * ** ** * *** * * * * **:1< * * ** * * * '" '" *'" * * * ** *** '** '*** *:!< * * '" * ***:1: *'): 
gotoxy(10,5);writeln(' Translate Soil Loss/Sediment to ARCIINFO text file '); 
gotox y( 10,6); writelnC *** ****** * *****'* *'**'***** *'*'" '* *** ** ****'" *"'''' '* '* ** '* '" '" * * * * *'); 
gotoxy(10,7); writelnC 1 = = = > Runoff Drainage Area (acres)'); 
gotoxy(10,8); writeln(' 2 = = = > Runoff Volume/Overland Runoff (in.)'); 
gotoxy(10,9); writelnC 3 = = = > Upstream Runoff (in.)'); 
gotoxy(10,10);writeln(,4 = = = > Upstream Peak Flow (cfs),): 
gotoxy(10, 11);writeln(, 5 = = = > Downstream Runoff (in.)'); 
gotoxy(IO,12);writeln(,6 = = = > Peak RatelDownstream Peak Flow (ds)'); 
gotoxy(10,13);writeln('7 = = = > Runoff generated above (%) '); 
gotoxy(lO,14);writeln('8 = = = > Cell Erosion (t/a) '); 
gotoxy(10.15);writeln(' 9 = = = > Sediment generated above (tons)'): 
gotoxy(1 0, 16);writeln(' 10 = = = > Sediment generated within cell (tons)'); 
gotoxy(lO,17);writelnCll = = = > Sediment Yield (tons)'): 
gotoxy(lO,18);writeln('12 ===> Sediment Deposit (%)'): 
gotoxy(lO,19);writeln(, a = = = > Quit '); 
gotoxy(1 0,21 );writeCPlease enter selection : '): 
readln(item) ; 
if item=O then goto 101: 
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gotoxy(lO,23);writeCPlease name the output Soil Loss tile :'); 
readln(out_ tile); 
out_name: = out_tile+outtile _ ext: 
if item in [1,4,6,12] then 
begin 
assign(out_soilloss _item I.out_ name); 
rewrite(out_soilloss_item I); 
end 
else 
if item in [2,3,5,7,8,9,10, II] then 
begin 
assign(out_ soilloss Jtem2,out_ name): 
rewrite(out_soiIloss_item2); 
end ' 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(l0.24): 
writelnC ***"'* Wrong Selection :,,***:~ '); 
goto 100: 
end; 
gotoxy(10,25); writeCPlease enter # _row # column: '): 
readln(nJow,n_col); 
reset( out_ soilloss); 
reset(cellcode); 
cursor: =0; 
m:=n_row; 
n: =n_col; 
value_integer: =0; 
valueJeaI: =0.0; 
for i:=l to m do 
begin 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-l )*n + j-l; 
seek(cellcode,O); 
seek( cellcode,cursor); 
read( cellcode,code); 
if code < > 0 then 
begin 
with soil do 
begin 
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readln( out_ soilloss.l:ell_ numoer .drain _ area. 
runoft'-volume. up _ runoff. up_peak. 
down_funoff.down yeak.above _runoff. 
cell_ erosion,above _sed. within_sed. 
sed _yield,sed _deposit): 
case item of 
1 :write(out_soilloss _item J ,drain_area); 
2:write(out_soilloss _item2.funoft·_ volume); 
3 :write(out_soilloss _item2,up _ runoft); 
4:write(out_soilloss _iteml ,up yeak); 
5 :write(out_soilloss _item2.down Junoft): 
6:write(out_soilloss_item I.down yeak): 
7 :write(out_soilloss _item2,above _runoft); 
8:write(out_soilloss _item2.cell_ erosion); 
9 :write( out_soilloss _item2,above _sed); 
1 O:write(out_ soilloss _item2. within_sed): 
11 :write(out_ soilloss _item2,sed _yield): 
12:write(out_ soilloss_item 1.sed_ deposit): 
end; 
end 
end 
else 
if item in [J ,4,6. J 2J then 
write(out_soilloss_item 1. value_integer) 
else 
write(out_ soiIIoss _ item2 , value_real): 
end; 
end; 
close(out_ soilloss); cIose(cellcode): 
if item in [1,4,6,12J then close(out_soilloss_itemI) 
else close(out_soil!oss_item2): 
goto 100; 
101:end; (* end of procedure soiUoss_gis*) 
procedure nutrientJoss _gis: 
label 200,201; 
var item:integer; 
n_row,n_ col:integer: 
i,j: integer; 
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out file:string[20!; 
begin 
200: ClrSer; 
gotox y( 1 0, 4); writelnC * * ********* ** * * * **:k** *:k *:1: * * * * * * * * * * ok:;:;;: or. *:1: * :1' *:k:k:k *:;::k * * * '); 
gotoxy(lO,5);writelnC Translate Nutrient Loss to ARC/INFO text tile '); 
gotox y( 10,6); writelnC ** * * ********** ** * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * **:;::k * *:1: *:;: *;;: *;;::;:;;: * * * * * '); 
gotoxy(l0,7); writelnC I = = = > Runoff Drainage Area'): 
gotoxy(1O,8); writelnC 2 = = = > N loss in Sediment within cell (lbs/a) '); 
gotoxy(10,9); writelnC 3 = = = > N loss in Sediment at cell outlet (lbs/a) '); 
gotoxy(10,10);writeln(' 4 = = = > N loss in Water within cell (Ibs/a)'); 
gotoxy(lO, 11);writelnC 5 = = = > N loss in Water at cell outlet (lbs/a)'); 
gotoxy(lO, 12);writelnC 6 = = = > N loss in Water, concentration (ppm) '); 
gotoxy(lO,13);writelnC 7 = = = > P loss in Sediment within cell (lbs/a) '); 
gotoxy(lO, 14);writelnC 8 = = = > P loss in Sediment at cell outlet (lbs/a) '); 
gotoxy(10,15);writelnC 9 = = = > P loss in Water within cell (lbs/a)'); 
gotoxy(10, 16);writelnC 10 = = = > P loss in Water at cell outlet (lbs/a)'); 
gotoxy(10,17);writelnCll = = = > P loss in Water, concentration (ppm) '); 
gotoxy(1O,18);writelnCI2 = = = > COD loss in Water within cell (lbs/a)'); 
gotoxy(lO, 19);writeln(' 13 = = = > COD loss in Water at cell outlet (Ibs/a)'); 
gotoxy(l0,20);writelnC 14 = = = > COD loss in Water. concentration (ppm) '); 
gotoxy(10,21);writelnC ° = = = > Quit '); 
gotoxy(10,22);write(,Please enter selection: '); 
readln(item); 
if item = 0 then goto 201; 
gotoxy( 1O,24);writeCPlease name the output Nutrient file: '); 
readln(out_ file); 
out_name: = out_tile + outtile_ ext; 
if item in [1,6, 11, 14J then 
begin 
assign(out_ nutrient_item 1 ,out_name); 
rewrite(out_ nutrient_item 1); 
end 
else 
if item in [2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,12,13] then 
begin 
assign(out_ nutrient _ item2,out_ name); 
rewrite(out_nutrient_item2): 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(10,24); 
writeln{' ***** Wrong Selection ****"' '); 
goto 200; 
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gotoxy(l0,25);writeCPlease enter # _row # column: '); 
readln(n_row ,n _col); 
reset(out_ nutrient); 
reset( cell code); 
cursor: =0; 
m:=n_row; 
n:=n_col; 
value_integer: =0; 
value_real: =0.0; 
for i: = 1 to m do 
for j: = 1 to n do 
begin 
cursor: = (i-1)*n + j-l; 
seek(cellcode,O); 
seek( cell code, cursor ); 
read(cellcode,code); 
if code < > 0 then 
begin 
with nutrient do 
begin 
readln(out_ nutrient,cell_ number ,drain_area, 
n _loss _sed _ within,n_Ioss _sed _outlet, 
n _loss_water _ within, n _loss_water _outlet, 
n _loss_water _ concen, 
p Joss_sed _ within,p _loss_sed_ outlet, 
p Joss_water _ within,p _loss _ water_outlet, 
p Joss_water _ coneen, 
eod_ water_ within, cod_ water_outlet, 
cod_water _ concen); 
case item of 
1 :write(out_ nutrient_item 1 ,drain_area); 
2:write(out_nutrienUtem2,n_loss _sed _ within); 
3 :write(out_nutrienUtem2,n _loss _ sed _outlet); 
4:write(out_nutrienUtem2,n _1055_ water_within); 
5:write(out_ nutrienUtem2,n _loss _ water_outlet); 
6:write(out_nutrient_item 1 ,n _loss_water _ eoneen): 
7:write(out_nutrienUtem2,p Joss _sed _within); 
8:write(out_nutrient_item2,p _loss_sed _outlet); 
9:write(out_nutrienUtem2,p _loss _water _within); 
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10: write(out_ nutrient_ item2.p Joss _ water_outlet): 
11 :write(out_ nutrient _item I.p _1055_ water _ con~en): 
12:write(ollt_ nutrient_item2.cod_ water_within): 
13:write(out_ nutrient_ item2.cod_ water_outlet): 
14:write(out_ nutrient_item I.cod_ water _ concen): 
end: 
end; 
end 
else 
end; 
if item in [1,6,11,14] then 
write( out_ nutrient _ item 1, value_integer) 
else write(out_ nutrient_item2. value_real); 
c1ose( cellcode); close( out_nutrient): 
if item in [1,6,11,14] then c!ose(out_nutrienUteml) 
else c1ose( out_ nutrient_ item2); 
goto 200; 
20l:end; (* end of procedure nutrient_loss_gis *) 
begin (*main*) 
CIrSer; 
gotoxy( 10,4); writeln(, **************************** ******* '" '" '" *"':\: '" ** * '" '" * **'); 
gotoxy(1O,5); writeln{' The program was designed to convert AGNPS output'); 
gatoxy(1O,6); writeln(' GIS file baek to ARCIINFO '); 
gatox y( 1 0,7); writeln(, **"'** * *.lC** ********* *****:1: **** * *:1: *:1: *"'*:1: "'* ** * * *:!< * ** '" '): 
gotoxy(10,9); write(, Please enter the AGNPS _GIS output file : '); 
readln(ag gis); 
assignCint_ agnps,ag_gis); 
reset(int_agnps); 
gotoxy(10,11); writeC Please enter the total cell /I : '): 
readln(total_ no); 
gotaxy(l0,13); writeC Please give the name for SOIL LOSS output: '); 
readln(soiIJoss); 
out_name: =soiIJoss+' .dat': 
assign(out_ soilloss,out_ name): 
rewrite(out_soilloss); 
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gotoxy(lO. 15): write(, Please give the name for NUTRIENT LOSS output: '): 
readl n(nutrient _loss): 
out_name: = nutrient_loss +' .dat': 
assign(out_ nutrient,out_ name): 
rewrite( out_nutrient); 
readln(int agnps,header): 
gotoxy(10, 17); writeln(, 
for i:=l to m do 
begin 
with soil head do 
begin 
Part I : " header): 
readln(int_agnps,ceIl_number ,extend.drain _ area. 
runoft'-volume,up _runoff.up yeak. 
down _ runoff,down yeak.above _ runott'. 
cell erosion. above sed. within sed. 
- - -
sed'yield,sed _deposit); 
if runoft'-volume= ,*******, then runoft'-volume: =' -9999': 
if up_runoff= ,*******, then up_runoff: =' -9999': 
if upyeak= ,******, then upyeak: =' -9999': 
jf down_runoff= '*******' then down_runoft': =' -9999': 
ifdownyeak='******' then downyeak:=' -9999': 
if above runoff= '***",**' then above runoff: =' -9999': 
- -
if cell_erosion = '*******' then cell_erosion: =' -9999': 
if above sed='*******' then above sed:=' -9999': 
- -
if within_sed = '*******' then within_sed: =' -9999': 
if sed_yield= ,*******, then sed_yield: =' -9999': 
if sed_deposit= ,******, then sed_deposit: =' -9999': 
writeln(out_soilloss.cell_ number.' .. drain_ area.' '. 
runoff_volume,' ',up_runoft·,' , ,up yeak.' " 
down_runoff,' , .down yeak.' , ,above_runoff.' " 
cell_erosion,' , ,above_sed,' , ,within_sed.' " 
sed_yield,' , ,sed_deposit): 
end; 
end: 
close(out_ soilloss); 
readln(int_ agnps .header); 
gotoxy(lO,19); writelnC Part II : ' .header): 
for i: = 1 to m do 
with nutrient head do 
begin 
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readln(int_ agnps.cell_ number .extend.drain _area. 
nJoss_sed _ within,n _loss _sed _outlet. 
n Joss_ water _ within.nJoss_ water _ olltlet, 
n_loss_ water_concen. 
pJoss_sed_ within,p _loss_sed_ outlet. 
p _loss _water _ within,p _loss _ water_outlet. 
p _loss_water _ concen, 
cod _water _ within, cod _water_outlet, 
cod_water _ concen); 
if nJoss_sed_ within= ,*****U' then n_loss_sed_ within: =' -9999': 
if nJoss _sed _outlet = ,*******, then n _loss _sed _outlet: =' -9999'; 
if n_loss_ water _ within= ,*******, then n_loss_ water_within: =' -9999'; 
if n_loss_ water _outlet= ,*******, then n_loss_ water~ outlet: =' -9999'; 
if n _loss _ water _ concen =' ***:~**' then n _Ioss_ water _ concen: =' -9999'; 
if pJoss_sed_within='''''''*****' then p_loss_sed_within: =' -9999'; 
if pJoss_sed _outlet = ,*******, then p Joss_sed_ outlet: =' -9999': 
if p_Ioss_ water_ within= ,*******, then p_loss_ water_within: =' -9999'; 
if p Joss_water _ outlet= '",******' then p Joss_water _outlet: =' -9999'; 
if p_Ioss_ water_concen= '******' then p_loss_ water _ concen: =' -9999'; 
ifcod_water_within='*******' then cod_water_within:=' -9999': 
if cod_ water_ outlet= 'u*****, then cocl_ water _outlet: =' -9999': 
if cod_ water_ concen = ,******, then cod_water _concen: =' -9999': 
writeln(out_nutrient.cell_number,' , ,drain_area.' " 
n _loss_sed _ within,' , ,n Joss _sed_outlet,' " 
nJoss_water_within,' '.n_Ioss_water_outlet,' '. 
n _loss_water _ concen,' " 
pJoss_sed_within,' ',p_Ioss_sed_outlet,' ., 
pJoss_water_within,' ',p_loss_water_outlet,' ., 
p _loss_water _ concen,' ., 
cod _ water_within,' , ,cod _water_outlet.' '. 
cod _ water _ concen); 
end; 
close(int_ agnps); close(out_ nutrient); 
gotoxy(10,21); writeC Please enter watershed code tile ["**.trnj '): 
readln(watershed _cod): 
in_name: = watershed_cod + outfile_ext; 
assign(cel\code, in_name); 
reset( cell code ): 
132 
IO:ClrScr; 
gotoxy( I 0,5); writelnC' *********************"'***** '" *"' ** **"'"' *"' **'" * "'**"'"',. '" '" '",. '" '); 
gotoxy(10,6);writeln(' Convert AGNPS _GIS output file to ARCIINFO text tile '): 
gotoxy( I 0, 7):writeln(' ******'"***** ;I:**~''''**:'** **:."'''' *:1:* '" '" ** * **:~ **'" '" :':1: .,,,,:r.* ** * *:1: '); 
gotoxy(10,9);writelnC' I = = = > Soil Loss and Sediment output '): 
gotoxy(10,10);writelnC' 2 = = = > Nutrient Loss output '): 
gotoxy(10,11);writeln(' ° = = = > quit '); 
gotoxy(10,14);write(' Please enter selection: '): 
readln(part); 
if part= I then soil_loss_gis 
else if part = 2 then nutrientJoss_gis 
else if part=O then goto 20 
goto 10; 
20:end. 
else 
begin 
gotoxy(l0,14): 
writeln(,*** Wrong Selection ***'); 
goto 10 
end: 
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